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Abstract
We study a discrete time approximation scheme for the solution of a doubly reflected Backward
Stochastic Differential Equation (DBBSDE in short) with jumps, driven by a Brownian motion and an
independent compensated Poisson process. Moreover, we suppose that the obstacles are right continuous
and left limited (RCLL) processes with predictable and totally inaccessible jumps and satisfy Moko-
bodzki’s condition. Our main contribution consists in the construction of an implementable numerical
sheme, based on two random binomial trees and the penalization method, which is shown to converge to
the solution of the DBBSDE. Finally, we illustrate the theoretical results with some numerical examples
in the case of general jumps.
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1 Introduction
In this paper, we study in the non-markovian setting a discrete time approximation scheme for the solution
of a doubly reflected Backward Stochastic Differential Equation (DBBSDE in short) when the noise is given
by a Brownian motion and a Poisson random process mutually independent. Moreover, the barriers are
supposed to be right-continuous and left-limited (RCLL in short) processes, whose jumps are arbitrary, they
can be either predictable or inaccessible. The DBBSDE we solve numerically has the following form:
(i) Yt = ξT +
∫ T
t
g(s, Ys, Zs, Us)ds+ (AT −At)− (KT −Kt)−
∫ T
t
ZsdWs −
∫ T
t
UsdN˜s,
(ii) ∀t ∈ [0, T ], ξt ≤ Yt ≤ ζt a.s.,
(iii)
∫ T
0 (Yt− − ξt−)dAct = 0 a.s. and
∫ T
0 (ζt− − Yt−)dKct = 0 a.s.
(iv) ∀τ predictable stopping time , ∆Adτ = ∆Adτ1Yτ−=ξτ− and ∆Kdτ = ∆Kdτ1Yτ−=ζτ− .
(1.1)
Here, Ac (resp. Kc) denotes the continuous part of A (resp. K) and Ad (resp. Kd) its discontinuous
part, {Wt : 0 ≤ t ≤ T} is a one dimensional standard Brownian motion and {N˜t := Nt − λt, 0 ≤ t ≤ T}
is a compensated Poisson process. Both processes are independent and they are defined on the probability
space (Ω,FT ,F = {Ft}0≤t≤T , P ). The processes A and K have the role to keep the solution between the
two obstacles ξ and ζ. Since we consider the general setting when the jumps of the obstacles can be either
predictable or totally inaccessible, A and K are also discontinuous.
In the case of a Brownian filtration, non-linear backward stochastic differential equations (BSDEs in
short) were introduced by Pardoux and Peng [19]. One barrier reflected BSDEs have been firstly studied
by El Karoui et al in [7]. In their setting, one of the components of the solution is forced to stay above
a given barrier which is a continuous adapted stochastic process. The main motivation is the pricing of
American options especially in constrained markets. The generalization to the case of two reflecting barriers
has been carried out by Cvitanic and Karatzas in [5]. It is also well known that doubly reflected BSDEs are
related to Dynkin games and in finance to the pricing of Israeli options (or Game options, see [15]). The
case of standard BSDEs with jump processes driven by a compensated Poisson random measure was first
considered by Tang and Li in [27]. The extension to the case of reflected BSDEs and one reflecting barrier
with only inaccessible jumps has been established by Hamadène and Ouknine [11]. Later on, Essaky in [8]
and Hamadène and Ouknine in [12] have extended these results to a RCLL obstacle with predictable and
inaccessible jumps. Results concerning existence and uniqueness of the solution for doubly reflected BSDEs
with jumps can be found in [4],[6], [10], [13] and [9].
Numerical shemes for DBBSDEs driven by the Brownian motion and based on a random tree method
have been proposed by Xu in [28] (see also [18] and [21]) and, in the Markovian framework, by Chassagneux
in [3]. In the case of a filtration driven also by a Poisson process, some results have been provided only
in the non-reflected case. In [1], the authors propose a scheme for Forward-Backward SDEs based on the
dynamic programming equation and in [16] the authors propose a fully implementable scheme based on a
random binomial tree. This work extends the paper [2], where the authors prove a Donsker type theorem
for BSDEs in the Brownian case.
Our aim is to propose an implementable numerical method to approximate the solution of DBBSDEs
with jumps and RCLL obstacles (1.1). As for standard BSDEs, the computation of conditional expectations
is an important issue. Since we consider reflected BSDEs, we also have to model the constraints. To do this,
we consider the following approximations
• we approximate the Brownian motion and the Poisson process by two independent random walks,
• we introduce a sequence of penalized BSDEs to approximate the reflected BSDE.
These approximations enable us to provide a fully implementable scheme, called explicit penalized dis-
crete scheme in the following. We prove in Theorem 4.1 that the scheme weakly converges to the solution
of (1.1). Moreover, in order to prove the convergence of our sheme, we prove, in the case of jump processes
driven by a general Poisson random measure, that the solutions of the penalized equations converge to the
solution of the doubly reflected BSDE in the case of a driver depending on the solution, which was not the
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case in the previous literature (see [9], [10], [13]). This gives another proof for the existence of a solution
of DBBSDEs with jumps and RCLL barriers. Our method is based on a combination of penalization, Snell
envelope theory, stochastic games, comparison theorem for BSDEs with jumps (see [23], [24]) and a gener-
alized monotonic theorem under the Mokobodzki’s condition. It extends [17] to the case when the solution
of the DBBSDE also admits totally inaccessible jumps. Finally, we illustrate our theoretical results with
some numerical simulations in the case of general jumps. We point out that the practical use of our scheme
is restricted to low dimensional cases. Indeed, since we use a random walk to approximate the Brownian
motion and the Poisson process, the complexity of the algorithm grows very fast in the number of time steps
n (more precisely, in nd, d being the dimension) and, as we will see in the numerical part, the penalization
method requires many time steps to be stable.
The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we introduce notation and assumptions. In Section 3,
we precise the discrete framework and give the numerical scheme. In Section 4 we provide the convergence
by splitting the error : the error due to the approximation by penalization and the error due to the time
discretization. Finally, Section 5 presents some numerical examples, where the barriers contain predictable
and totally inaccessible jumps. In Appendix, we extend the generalized monotonic theorem and prove some
technical results for discrete BSDEs to the case of jumps. For the self-containment of the paper, we also
recall some recent results on BSDEs with jumps and reflected BSDEs.
2 Notations and assumptions
Although we propose a numerical scheme for reflected BSDEs driven by a Brownian motion and a Poisson
process, one part of the proof of the convergence of our scheme is done in the general setting of jumps
driven by a Poisson random measure. Then, we first introduce the general framework, in which we prove
the convergence of a sequence of penalized BSDEs to the solution of (1.1).
2.1 General framework
2.1.1 Notation
As said in Introduction, let (Ω,F, P ) be a probability space, and P be the predictable σ-algebra on [0, T ]×Ω.
W is a one-dimensional Brownian motion and N(dt, de) is a Poisson random measure, independent of W ,
with compensator ν(de)dt such that ν is a σ-finite measure on R∗, equipped with its Borel field B(R∗). Let
N˜(dt, du) be its compensated process. Let F = {Ft, 0 ≤ t ≤ T} be the natural filtration associated with W
and N .
For each T > 0, we use the following notations:
• L2(FT ) is the set of random variables ξ which are FT -measurable and square integrable.
• H2 is the set of real-valued predictable processes φ such that ‖φ‖2H2 := E
[∫ T
0 φ
2
tdt
]
<∞.
• L2ν is the set of Borelian functions ` : R∗ → R such that
∫
R∗ |`(u)|2ν(du) < +∞.
The set L2ν is a Hilbert space equipped with the scalar product 〈δ, `〉ν :=
∫
R∗ δ(u)`(u)ν(du) for all
δ, ` ∈ L2ν × L2ν , and the norm ‖`‖2ν :=
∫
R∗ |`(u)|2ν(du).
• B(R2) (resp B(L2ν)) is the Borelian σ-algebra on R2 (resp. on L2ν).
• H2ν is the set of processes l which are predictable, that is, measurable
l : ([0, T ]× Ω× R∗, P ⊗ B(R∗))→ (R ,B(R)); (ω, t, u) 7→ lt(ω, u)
such that ‖l‖2H2ν := E
[∫ T
0 ‖lt‖2ν dt
]
<∞.
• S2 is the set of real-valued RCLL adapted processes φ such that ‖φ‖2S2 := E(sup0≤t≤T |φt|2) <∞.
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• A2 is the set of real-valued non decreasing RCLL predictable processes A with A0 = 0 and E(A2T ) <∞.
• T0 is the set of stopping times τ such that τ ∈ [0, T ] a.s
• For S in T0, TS is the set of stopping times τ such that S ≤ τ ≤ T a.s.
2.1.2 Definitions and assumptions.
We start this section by recalling the definition of a driver and a Lipschitz driver. We also introduce
DBBSDEs and our working assumptions.
Definition 2.1 (Driver, Lipschitz driver). A function g is said to be a driver if
• g : Ω× [0, T ]× R2 × L2ν → R
(ω, t, y, z, κ(·)) 7→ g(ω, t, y, z, k(·)) is P ⊗ B(R2)⊗ B(L2ν)− measurable,
• ‖g(., 0, 0, 0)‖∞ <∞.
A driver g is called a Lipschitz driver if moreover there exists a constant Cg ≥ 0 and a bounded, non-
decreasing continuous function Λ with Λ(0) = 0 such that dP⊗dt-a.s. , for each (s1, y1, z1, k1), (s2, y2, z2, k2),
|g(ω, s1, y1, z1, k1)− g(ω, s2, y2, z2, k2)| ≤ Λ(|s2 − s1|) + Cg(|y1 − y2|+ |z1 − z2|+ ‖k1 − k2‖ν).
In the case of BSDEs with jumps, the coefficient g must satisfy an additional assumption, which allows
to apply the comparison theorem for BSDEs with jumps (see Theorem D.1), which extends the result of [25].
More precisely, the driver g satisfies the following assumption:
Assumption 2.2. A Lipschitz driver g is said to satisfy Assumption 2.2 if the following holds : dP ⊗ dt
a.s. for each (y, z, k1, k2) ∈ R2 × (L2ν)2, we have
g(t, y, z, k1)− g(t, y, z, k2) ≥ 〈θy,z,k1,k2t , k1 − k2〉ν ,
with
θ :Ω× [0, T ]× R2 × (L2ν)2 7−→ L2ν ;
(ω, t, y, z, k1, k2) 7−→ θy,z,k1,k2t (ω, ·)
P ⊗ B(R2) ⊗ B((L2ν)2)-measurable, bounded, and satisfying dP ⊗ dt ⊗ ν(du)-a.s., for each (y, z, k1, k2) ∈
R2 × (L2ν)2,
θy,z,k1,k2t (u) ≥ −1 and |θy,z,k1,k2t (u)| ≤ ψ(u),
where ψ ∈ L2ν .
We now recall the ”Mokobodzki’s condition” which is essential in the case of doubly reflected BSDEs, since
it ensures the existence of a solution. This condition essentially postulates the existence of a quasimartingale
between the barriers.
Definition 2.3 (Mokobodzki’s condition). Let ξ, ζ be in S2. There exist two nonnegative RCLL super-
martingales H and H ′ in S2 such that
∀t ∈ [0, T ], ξt1t<T ≤ Ht −H ′t ≤ ζt1t<T a.s.
Assumption 2.4. ξ and ζ are two adapted RCLL processes with ξT = ζT a.s., ξ ∈ S2, ζ ∈ S2, ξt ≤ ζt for
all t ∈ [0, T ], the Mokobodzki’s condition holds and g is a Lipschitz driver satisfying Assumption 2.2.
We introduce the following general reflected BSDE with jumps and two RCLL obstacles
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Definition 2.5. Let T > 0 be a fixed terminal time and g be a Lipschitz driver. Let ξ and ζ be two adapted
RCLL processes with ξT = ζT a.s., ξ ∈ S2, ζ ∈ S2, ξt ≤ ζt for all t ∈ [0, T ] a.s. A process (Y,Z, U, α) is said
to be a solution of the double barrier reflected BSDE (DBBSDE) associated with driver g and barriers ξ, ζ if

(i) Y ∈ S2, Z ∈ H2, U ∈ H2ν and α ∈ S2, where α = A−K with A,K in A2
(ii) Yt = ξT +
∫ T
t
g(s, Ys, Zs, Us)ds+ (AT −At)− (KT −Kt)−
∫ T
t
ZsdWs −
∫ T
t
∫
R∗ Us(e)N˜(ds, de),
(iii) ∀t ∈ [0, T ], ξt ≤ Yt ≤ ζt a.s.,
(iv)
∫ T
0 (Yt− − ξt−)dAt = 0 a.s. and
∫ T
0 (ζt− − Yt−)dKt = 0 a.s.
(2.1)
Remark 2.6. Condition (iv) is equivalent to the following condition : if K = Kc +Kd and A = Ac + Ad,
where Kc (resp. Kd) represents the continuous (resp. the discontinous) part of K (the same notation holds
for A), then ∫ T
0
(Yt − ξt)dAct = 0 a.s.,
∫ T
0
(ζt − Yt)dKct = 0 a.s.
and
∀τ ∈ T0 predictable, ∆Adτ = ∆Adτ1Yτ−=ξτ− and ∆Kdτ = ∆Kdτ1Yτ−=ζτ− .
Theorem 2.7. ([6, Theorem 4.1]) Suppose ξ and ζ are RCLL adapted processes in S2 such that for all
t ∈ [0, T ], ξt ≤ ζt and Mokobodzki’s condition holds (see Definition 2.3). Then, DBBSDE (2.1) admits a
unique solution (Y,Z, U, α) in S2 ×H2 ×H2ν ×A2.
Remark 2.8. As said in [6, Remark 4.3], if for all t ∈]0, T ] ξt− < ζt− a.s., [6, Proposition 4.2] gives the
uniqueness of A,K ∈ (A2)2.
Definition 2.9 (convergence in J1-Skorokhod topology). ξn is said to converge in probability (resp. in L2)
to ξ for the J1-Skorokhod topology, if there exists a family (ψn)n∈N of one-to-one random time changes (or
stochastic changes of time scale) from [0, T ] to [0, T ] such that supt∈[0,T ] |ψn(t)−t| −−−−→
n→∞ 0 almost surely and
supt∈[0,T ] |ξnψn(t)−ξt| −−−−→n→∞ 0 in probability (resp. in L
2). Throughout the paper, we denote this convergence
||ξn − ξ||J1−P → 0 (resp. ||ξn − ξ||J1−L2 → 0).
2.2 Framework for our numerical scheme
In order to propose an implementable numerical scheme we consider that the Poisson random measure is
simply generated by the jumps of a Poisson process. We consider a Poisson process {Nt : 0 ≤ t ≤ T} with
intensity λ and jumps times {τk : k = 0, 1, ...}. The random measure is then
N˜(dt, de) =
Nt∑
k=1
δτk,1(dt, de)− λdtδ1(de)
where δa denotes the Dirac measure at the point a. In the following, N˜t := Nt − λt. Then, the unknown
function Us(e) does not depend on the magnitude e anymore, and we write Us := Us(1).
In this particular case, (2.1) becomes:

(i) Y ∈ S2, Z ∈ H2, U ∈ H2 and α ∈ S2, where α = A−K with A,K in A2
(ii) Yt = ξ +
∫ T
t
g(s, Ys, Zs, Us)ds+ (AT −At)− (KT −Kt)−
∫ T
t
ZsdWs −
∫ T
t
UsdN˜s,
(iii) ∀t ∈ [0, T ], ξt ≤ Yt ≤ ζt a.s.,
(iv)
∫ T
0 (Yt− − ξt−)dAt = 0 a.s. and
∫ T
0 (ζt− − Yt−)dKt = 0 a.s.
(2.2)
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In view of the proof of the convergence of the numerical scheme, we also introduce the penalized version
of (2.2):
Y pt =ξ +
∫ T
t
g(s, Y ps , Zps , Ups )ds+A
p
T −Apt − (KpT −Kpt )−
∫ T
t
Zps dWs −
∫ T
t
Ups dN˜s, (2.3)
with Apt := p
∫ t
0 (Y
p
s − ξs)−ds and Kpt := p
∫ t
0 (ζs − Y ps )−ds, and αpt := Apt −Kpt for all t ∈ [0, T ].
3 Numerical scheme
The basic idea is to approximate the Brownian motion and the Poisson process by random walks based on
the binomial tree model. As explained in Section 3.1.2, these approximations enable to get a martingale
representation whose coefficients, involving conditional expectations, can be easily computed. Then, we
approximate (W, N˜) in the penalized version of our DBBSDE (i.e. in (2.3)) by using these random walks.
Taking conditional expectation and using the martingale representation leads to the explicit penalized discrete
scheme (3.9). In view of the proof of the convergence of this explicit scheme, we introduce an implicit
intermediate scheme (3.5).
3.1 Discrete time Approximation
We adopt the framework of [16], presented below.
3.1.1 Random walk approximation of (W, N˜)
For n ∈ N, we introduce δn := Tn and the regular grid (tj)j=0,...,n with step size δn (i.e. tj := jδn) to
discretize [0, T ]. In order to approximate W , we introduce the following random walk{
Wn0 = 0
Wnt =
√
δn
∑[t/δn]
i=1 e
n
i
(3.1)
where en1 , en2 , ..., enn are independent identically distributed random variables with the following symmetric
Bernoulli law:
P (en1 = 1) = P (en1 = −1) =
1
2 .
To approximate N˜ , we introduce a second random walk{
N˜n0 = 0
N˜nt =
∑[t/δn]
i=1 η
n
i
(3.2)
where ηn1 , ηn2 , ..., ηnn are independent and identically distributed random variables with law
P (ηn1 = κn − 1) = 1− P (ηn1 = kn) = κn
where κn = e−
λ
n . We assume that both sequences en1 , ..., enn and ηn1 , ηn2 , ..., ηnn are defined on the original
probability space (Ω,F, P ). The (discrete) filtration in the probability space is Fn = {Fnj : j = 0, ..., n} with
Fn0 = {Ω, ∅} and Fnj = σ{en1 , ..., enj , ηn1 , ..., ηnj } for j = 1, ..., n.
The following result states the convergence of (Wn, N˜n) to (W, N˜) for the J1-Skorokhod topology, and
the convergence of Wn to W in any Lp, p ≥ 1, for the topology of uniform convergence on [0, T ]. We refer
to [16, Section 3] for more results on the convergence in probability of Fn-martingales.
Lemma 3.1. ([16, Lemma3, (III)], and [2, Proof of Corollary 2.2]) The couple (Wn, N˜n) converges in
probability to (W, N˜) for the J1-Skorokhod topology, and
sup
0≤t≤T
|Wnt −Wt| → 0 as n→∞
in probability and in Lp, for any 1 ≤ p <∞.
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3.1.2 Martingale representation
Let yj+1 denote a Fnj+1-measurable random variable. As said in [16], we need a set of three strongly
orthogonal martingales to represent the martingale difference mj+1 := yj+1 − E(yj+1|Fnj ). We introduce a
third martingale increments sequence {µnj = enj ηnj , j = 0, · · · , n}. In this context there exists a unique triplet
(zj , uj , vj) of Fnj -random variables such that
mj+1 := yj+1 − E(yj+1|Fnj ) =
√
δnzje
n
j+1 + ujηnj+1 + vjµnj+1,
and 
zj =
1√
δn
E(yj+1enj+1|Fnj ),
uj =
E(yj+1ηnj+1|Fnj )
E((ηnj+1)2|Fnj )
= 1
κn(1− κn)E(yj+1η
n
j+1|Fnj ),
vj =
E(yj+1µnj+1|Fnj )
E((µnj+1)2|Fnj )
= 1
κn(1− κn)E(yj+1µ
n
j+1|Fnj )
(3.3)
Remark 3.2. (Computing the conditional expectations) Let Φ denote a function from R2j+2 to R. We use
the following formula to compute the conditional expectations
E(Φ(en1 , · · · , enj+1, ηn1 , · · · , ηnj+1)|Fnj ) =
κn
2 Φ(e
n
1 , · · · , enj , 1, ηn1 , · · · , ηnj , κn − 1)
+ κn2 Φ(e
n
1 , · · · , enj ,−1, ηn1 , · · · , ηnj , κn − 1)
+ 1− κn2 Φ(e
n
1 , · · · , enj , 1, ηn1 , · · · , ηnj , κn)
+ 1− κn2 Φ(e
n
1 , · · · , enj ,−1, ηn1 , · · · , ηnj , κn).
3.2 Fully implementable numerical scheme
In this Section we present two numerical schemes to approximate the solution of the penalized equation
(2.3): the first one, (3.5), is an implicit intermediate scheme, useful for the proof of convergence. We also
introduce the main scheme (3.9), which is explicit. The implicit scheme (3.5) is not easy to solve numerically,
since it involves to inverse a function, as we will see below. However, it plays an important role in the proof
of the convergence of the explicit scheme, that’s why we introduce it.
In both schemes, we approximate the barrier (ξt)t (resp. (ζt)t) by (ξnj )j=0,··· ,n (resp. (ζnj )j=0,··· ,n). We
also introduce their continuous time versions:
ξ
n
t := ξn[t/δn], ζ
n
t := ζn[t/δn].
These approximations satisfy
Assumption 3.3.
(i) For some r > 2, sup
n∈N
max
j≤n
E(|ξnj |r) + sup
n∈N
max
j≤n
E(|ζnj |r) + sup
t≤T
E|ξt|r + sup
t≤T
E|ζt|r <∞
(ii) ξn (resp ζn) converges in probability to ξ (resp. ζ) for the J1-Skorokhod topology.
Remark 3.4. Assumption 3.3 implies that for all t in [0, T ] ξnψn(t) (resp. ζ
n
ψn(t)) converges to ξt (resp. ζt)
in L2.
Remark 3.5. Let us give different examples of barriers in S2 satisfying Assumption 3.3. In this Remark,
X represents either ξ or ζ.
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1. X satisfies the following SDE
Xt = X0 +
∫ t
0
bX(Xs−)ds+
∫ t
0
σX(Xs−)dWs +
∫ t
0
cX(Xs−)dN˜s
where bX , σX and cX are Lipschitz functions. We approximate it by
X
n
t = X
n
0 +
[t/δn]−1∑
j=0
bX(X
n
jδn)δn +
∫ t
0
σX(X
n
s−)dWns +
∫ t
0
cX(X
n
s−)dN˜ns
Since (Wn, N˜n) converges in probability to (W, N˜) for the J1-topology, [26, Corollary 1] gives that X
n
converges to X in probability for the J1-topology (for more details on the convergence of sequences of
stochastic integrals on the space of RCLL functions endowed with the J1-Skorokhod topology, we refer
to [14]). Then, Xn satisfies Assumption 3.3 (ii). We deduce from Doob and Burkhölder-Davis-Gundy
inequalities that X and Xn satisfy Assumption 3.3 (i) and that X belongs to S2.
2. X is defined by Xt := Φ(t,Wt, N˜t), where Φ satisfies the following assumptions
(a) Φ(t, x, y) is uniformly continuous in (t, y) uniformly in x, i.e. there exist two continuous non
decreasing functions g0(·) and g1(·) from R+ to R+ with linear growth and satisfying g0(0) =
g1(0) = 0 such that
∀ (t, t′, x, y, y′), |Φ(t, x, y)− Φ(t′, x, y′)| ≤ g0(|t− t′|) + g1(|y − y′|).
We denote a0 (resp. a1) the constant of linear growth for g0 (resp. g1) i.e. ∀ (t, y) ∈ (R+)2,
0 ≤ g0(t) + g1(y) ≤ a0(1 + t) + a1(1 + y),
(b) Φ(t, x, y) is “strongly” locally Lispchitz in x uniformly in (t, y), i.e. there exists a constant K0
and an integer p0 such that
∀ (t, x, x′, y), |Φ(t, x, y)− Φ(t, x′, y)| ≤ K0(1 + |x|p0 + |x′|p0)|x− x′|.
Then, ∀(t, x, y) we have |Φ(t, x, y)| ≤ a0|t| + a1|y| + K0(1 + |x|p0)|x| + |Φ(0, 0, 0)| + a0 + a1. From
this inequality, we prove that X satisfies Assumption 3.3 (i) by standard computations. Since (N˜n)
converges in probability to (N˜) for the J1-topology and limn→∞ supt |Wnt −Wt| = 0 in Lp for any p
(see Lemma 3.1), we get that (Xnt )t := (Φ(δn[t/δn],Wnt , N˜nt ))t converges in probability to X for the
J1-topology.
3.2.1 Intermediate penalized implicit discrete scheme
After the discretization of the penalized equation (2.3) on time intervals [tj , tj+1]0≤j≤n−1, we get the following
discrete backward equation. For all j in {0, · · · , n− 1}

yp,nj = y
p,n
j+1 + g(tj , y
p,n
j , z
p,n
j , u
p,n
j )δn + a
p,n
j − kp,nj − (zp,nj
√
δne
n
j+1 + u
p,n
j η
n
j+1 + v
p,n
j µ
n
j+1)
ap,nj = pδn(y
p,n
j − ξnj )−; kp,nj = pδn(ζnj − yp,nj )−,
yp,nn := ξnn .
(3.4)
Following (3.3), the triplet (zp,nj , u
p,n
j , v
p,n
j ) can be computed as follows

zp,nj =
1√
δn
E(yp,nj+1enj+1|Fnj ),
up,nj =
1
κn(1− κn)E(y
p,n
j+1η
n
j+1|Fnj ),
vp,nj =
1
κn(1− κn)E(y
p,n
j+1µ
n
j+1|Fnj ),
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where we refer to Remark 3.2 for the computation of conditional expectations. By taking the conditional
expectation w.r.t. Fnj in (3.4), we get the following scheme, called implicit penalized discrete scheme:
yp,nn := ξnn and for j = n− 1, · · · , 0
yp,nj = (Θp,n)−1(E(y
p,n
j+1|Fnj )),
ap,nj = pδn(y
p,n
j − ξnj )−; kp,nj = pδn(ζnj − yp,nj )−,
zp,nj =
1√
δn
E(yp,nj+1enj+1|Fnj ),
up,nj =
1
κn(1− κn)E(y
p,n
j+1η
n
j+1|Fnj ),
(3.5)
where Θp,n(y) = y − g(jδn, y, zp,nj , up,nj )δn − pδn(y − ξnj )− + pδn(ζnj − y)−.
We also introduce the continuous time version (Y p,nt , Z
p,n
t , U
p,n
t , A
p,n
t ,K
p,n
t )0≤t≤T of the solution to (3.5):
Y p,nt := y
p,n
[t/δn], Z
p,n
t := z
p,n
[t/δn], U
p,n
t := u
p,n
[t/δn], A
p,n
t :=
[t/δn]∑
i=0
ap,ni ,K
p,n
t :=
[t/δn]∑
i=0
kp,ni . (3.6)
We also introduce αp,nt := A
p,n
t −Kp,nt , for all t ∈ [0, T ].
3.2.2 Main scheme
As said before, the numerical inversion of the operator Θp,n is not easy and is time consuming. If we replace
yp,nj by E(y
p,n
j+1|Fnj ) in g, (3.4) becomes

yp,nj = y
p,n
j+1 + g(tj ,E(y
p,n
j+1|Fnj ), zp,nj , up,nj )δn + ap,nj − k
p,n
j − (zp,nj
√
δne
n
j+1 + u
p,n
j η
n
j+1 + v
p,n
j µ
n
j+1)
ap,nj = pδn(y
p,n
j − ξnj )−; k
p,n
j = pδn(ζnj − yp,nj )−,
yp,nn := ξnn .
(3.7)
Now, by taking the conditional expectation in the above equation, we obtain:
yp,nj = E[y
p,n
j+1|Fnj ] + g(tj ,E[yp,nj+1|Fnj ], zp,nj , up,nj )δn + ap,nj − k
p,n
j . (3.8)
Solving this equation, we get the following scheme, called explicit penalized scheme: yp,nn := ξnn and for
j = n− 1, · · · , 0 
yp,nj = E[y
p,n
j+1|Fnj ] + g(tj ,E(yp,nj+1|Fnj ), zp,nj , up,nj )δn + ap,nj − k
p,n
j ,
ap,nj =
pδn
1 + pδn
(
E[yp,nj+1|Fnj ] + δng(tj ,E[yp,nj+1|Fnj ], zp,nj , up,nj )− ξnj
)−
,
k
p,n
j =
pδn
1 + pδn
(
ζnj − E[yp,nj+1|Fnj ]− δng(tj ,E[yp,nj+1|Fnj ], zp,nj , up,nj )
)−
zp,nj =
1√
δn
E(yp,nj+1enj+1|Fnj ),
up,nj =
1
κn(1− κn)E(y
p,n
j+1η
n
j+1|Fnj ).
(3.9)
Remark 3.6 (Explanations on the derivation of the main scheme). We give below some explanations con-
cerning the derivation of the values of ap,nj and k
p,n
j . We consider the following cases:
• If ξnj < yp,nj < ζnj , then by (3.7) we get ap,nj = k
p,n
j = 0, which corresponds to
pδn
1 + pδn
(
E[yp,nj+1|Fnj ] + δng(tj ,E[yp,nj+1|Fnj ], zp,nj , up,nj )− ξnj
)− = pδn1 + pδn (yp,nj − ξnj )− = 0 and
pδn
1 + pδn
(
ζnj − E[yp,nj+1|Fnj ]− δng(tj ,E[yp,nj+1|Fnj ], zp,nj , up,nj )
)− = pδn1 + pδn (ζnj − yp,nj )− = 0.
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• If ξnj ≥ yp,nj , then by (3.7) we have ap,nj = pδn(ξnj − yp,nj ) and k
p,n
j = 0; we then replace a
p,n
j and k
p,n
j
in (3.8) and we get ap,nj =
pδn
1 + pδn
(
E[yp,nj+1|Fnj ] + g(tj ,E[yp,nj+1|Fnj ], zp,nj , up,nj )δn − ξnj
)−
. We also have
pδn
1 + pδn
(
ζnj − E[yp,nj+1|Fnj ]− δng(tj ,E[yp,nj+1|Fnj ], zp,nj , up,nj )
)− = 0 and hence
k
p,n
j =
pδn
1 + pδn
(
ζnj − E[yp,nj+1|Fnj ]− δng(tj ,E[yp,nj+1|Fnj ], zp,nj , up,nj )
)−.
• The case ζnj ≤ yp,nj is symmetric to the one studied above: ξnj ≥ yp,nj .
As for the implicit scheme, we define the continuous time version (Y p,nt , Z
p,n
t , U
p,n
t , A
p,n
t ,K
p,n
t )0≤t≤T of
the solution to (3.9):
Y
p,n
t = y
p,n
[t/δn], Z
p,n
t = z
p,n
[t/δn], U
p,n
t = u
p,n
[t/δn], A
p,n
t =
[t/δn]∑
j=0
ap,nj K
p,n
t =
[t/δn]∑
j=0
k
p,n
j . (3.10)
We also introduce αp,nt := A
p,n
t −K
p,n
t , for all t ∈ [0, T ].
4 Convergence result
The following result states the convergence of Θp,n := (Y p,n, Zp,n, Up,n, αp,n) to Θ := (Y, Z, U, α), the
solution of the DBBSDE (2.2).
Theorem 4.1. Assume that Assumptions 2.4 and 3.3 hold. The sequence (Y p,n, Zp,n, Up,n) defined by (3.10)
converges to (Y,Z, U), the solution of the DBBSDE (2.2), in the following sense: ∀r ∈ [1, 2[
lim
p→∞ limn→∞
(
E
[∫ T
0
|Y p,ns − Ys|2ds
]
+ E
[∫ T
0
|Zp,ns − Zs|rds
]
+ E
[∫ T
0
|Up,ns − Us|rds
])
= 0. (4.1)
Moreover, Zp,n (resp. Up,n) weakly converges in H2 to Z (resp. to U) and for 0 ≤ t ≤ T , αp,nψn(t) converges
weakly to αt in L2(FT ) as n→∞ and p→∞.
In order to prove this result, we split the error in three terms, by introducing
Θp,nt := (Y
p,n
t , Z
p,n
t , U
p,n
t , α
p,n
t ), the solution of the implicit penalized discrete scheme (3.6) and Θ
p
t :=
(Y pt , Z
p
t , U
p
t , α
p
t ), the penalized version of (2.2), defined by (2.3). For the error on Y , we get
E[
∫ T
0
|Y p,ns − Ys|2ds] ≤ 3
(
E[
∫ T
0
|Y p,ns − Y p,ns |2ds] + E[
∫ T
0
|Y p,ns − Y ps |2ds] + E[
∫ T
0
|Y ps − Ys|2ds]
)
,
and the same splitting holds for |Zp,n − Z|r and |Up,n − U |r. For the increasing processes, we have:
E[|αp,nψn(t) − αt|2] ≤ 3
(
E[|αp,nψn(t) − αp,nψn(t)|2] + E[|αp,nψn(t) − αpt |2] + E[|αpt − αt|2]
)
. (4.2)
The proof of Theorem 4.1 ensues from Proposition 4.2, Corollary 4.4 and Proposition 4.5. Proposition
4.2 states the convergence of the error between Θp,n, the explicit penalization scheme defined in (3.10), and
Θp,n, the implicit penalization scheme. It generalizes the results of [21]. We refer to Section 4.1. Corollary
4.4 states the convergence (in n) of Θp,n to Θp. This is based on the convergence of a standard BSDE with
jumps in discrete time setting to the associated BSDE with jumps in continuous time setting, which is proved
in [16]. We refer to Section 4.2. Finally, Proposition 4.5 proves the convergence (in p) of the penalized BSDE
with jumps Θp to Θ, the solution of the DBBSDE (2.2). In fact, we prove a more general result in Section
4.3, since we show the convergence of penalized BSDEs to (2.1) in the case of jumps driven by a general
Poisson random measure.
The rest of the Section is devoted to the proof of these results.
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4.1 Error between explicit and implicit penalization schemes
We prove the convergence of the error between the explicit penalization scheme and the implicit one. The
scheme of the proof is inspired from [21, Proposition 5].
Proposition 4.2. Assume Assumption 3.3 (i) and g is a Lipschitz driver. We have
lim
n→∞ sup0≤t≤T
(
E[|Y p,nt − Y p,nt |2] + E[
∫ T
0
|Zp,ns − Zp,ns |2ds] + E[
∫ T
0
|Up,ns − Up,ns |2ds]
)
= 0.
Moreover, limn→∞(αp,nt − αp,nt ) = 0 in L2(Ft), for t ∈ [0, T ].
Recall that
Y p,nt = y
p,n
[t/δn], Z
p,n
t = z
p,n
[t/δn], U
p,n
t = u
p,n
[t/δn], A
p,n
t =
[t/δn]∑
i=0
ap,ni ,K
p,n
t =
[t/δn]∑
i=0
kp,ni .
In a similar way we have defined the continuous time versions of (y¯p,n, z¯p,n, u¯p,n, a¯p,n, k¯p,n), denoted by
(Y¯ p,n, Z¯p,n, U¯p,n, A¯p,n, K¯p,n).
Proof. By using the definitions of the implicit and explicit schemes (3.4) and (3.7), we obtain that:
yp,nj+1 − yp,nj+1 =(yp,nj − yp,nj ) + (gp(tj ,E[yp,nj+1|Fnj ], yp,nj , zp,nj , up,nj )− g(tj , yp,nj , yp,nj , zp,nj , up,nj ))δn
+ (zp,nj − zp,nj )enj+1
√
δn + (up,nj − up,nj )ηnj+1 + (vp,nj − vp,nj )µnj+1
where gp(t, y1, y2, z, u) = g(t, y1, z, u) + p(y2 − ξnt )− − p(ζ
n
t − y2)−. It implies that:
E[(yp,nj − yp,nj )2] =E[(yp,nj+1 − yp,nj+1)2]− E[(gp(tj ,E[yp,nj+1|Fnj ], yp,nj , zp,nj , up,nj )− gp(tj , yp,nj , yp,nj , zp,nj , up,nj ))2]δ2n
− E[(zp,nj − zp,nj )2]δn − E[(up,nj − up,nj )2](1− κn)κn − E[(vp,nj − vp,nj )2](1− κn)κn
+ 2E[(gp(tj , yp,nj , y
p,n
j , z
p,n
j , u
p,n
j )− gp(tj ,E[yp,nj+1|Fnj ], yp,nj , zp,nj , up,nj ))(yp,nj − yp,nj )]δn.
In the above relation, we take the sum over j from i to n− 1. We have:
E[(yp,ni − yp,ni )2] + δn
n−1∑
j=i
E[(zp,nj − zp,nj )2] + (1− κn)κn
n−1∑
j=i
E[(up,nj − up,nj )2]
≤ 2δn
n−1∑
j=i
E[(gp(tj , yp,nj , y
p,n
j , z
p,n
j , u
p,n
j )− gp(tj ,E[yp,nj+1|Fnj ], yp,nj , zp,nj , up,nj ))(yp,nj − yp,nj )].
Let us introduce f : y 7−→ (y− ξnt )−− (ζ
n
t − y)−. We have gp(t, y1, y2, z, u) = g(t, y1, z, u) + pf(y2). The last
expectation of the previous inequality can be written
E[(g(tj , yp,nj , z
p,n
j , u
p,n
j )− g(tj ,E[yp,nj+1|Fnj ], zp,nj , up,nj ))(yp,nj − yp,nj ) + p(f(yp,nj )− f(yp,nj ))(yp,nj − yp,nj )]
Since f is decreasing and g is Lipschitz, we obtain:
E[(yp,ni − yp,ni )2] + δn
n−1∑
j=i
E[(zp,nj − zp,nj )2] + (1− κn)κn
n−1∑
j=i
E[(up,nj − up,nj )2]
≤ 2δn
n−1∑
j=i
E
[
(Cg|yp,nj − E[yp,nj+1|Fnj ]|+ Cg|zp,nj − zp,nj |+ Cg|up,nj − up,nj |)|yp,nj − yp,nj |
]
.
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Consequently, by applying the inequality 2ab ≤ a2 + b2 for a = Cg|yp,nj − yp,nj |
√
2δn; b =
√
δn
2 |z
p,n
j − zp,nj |
and a = Cg|yp,nj − yp,nj |
√
2 δn√
κn(1− κn)
; b =
√
κn(1− κn)
2 |u
p,n
j − up,nj | we get that:
E[(yp,ni − yp,ni )2] + δn
n−1∑
j=i
E[(zp,nj − zp,nj )2] + (1− κn)κn
n−1∑
j=i
E[(up,nj − up,nj )2]
≤ 2δnC2g
n−1∑
j=i
E[(yp,nj − yp,nj )2] +
δn
2
n−1∑
j=i
E[(zp,nj − zp,nj )2] +
2C2gδ2n
κn(1− κn)
n−1∑
j=i
E[(yp,nj − yp,nj )2]
+ (1− κn)κn2
n−1∑
j=i
E[(up,nj − up,nj )2] + 2CgδnE[
n−1∑
j=i
|yp,nj − yp,nj ||yp,nj − E[yp,nj+1|Fnj ]|].
Now, since yp,nj − E[yp,nj+1|Fnj ] = gp(tj ,E[yp,nj+1|Fnj ], zp,nj , up,nj )δn, the last term is dominated by
δn
n−1∑
j=i
(2Cg + 1)E[(yp,nj − yp,nj )2] + C2gδ3n
n−1∑
j=i
E[gp(tj ,E[yp,nj+1|Fnj ], yp,nj , zp,nj , up,nj )2].
Using the definition of gp yields
gp(tj ,E[yp,nj+1|Fnj ], yp,nj , zp,nj , up,nj ) ≤ |g(tj ,E[yp,nj+1|Fnj ], zp,nj , up,nj )|+ p(|yp,nj |+ |ξnj |+ |ζnj |),
≤ |g(tj , 0, 0, 0)|+ Cg(|E[yp,nj+1|Fnj ]|+ |zp,nj |+ |up,nj |) + p(|yp,nj |+ |ξnj |+ |ζnj |).
We get
δ3n
n−1∑
j=i
E[gp(tj ,E[yp,nj+1|Fnj ], yp,nj , zp,nj , up,nj )2] ≤C0δ2n(δn
n−1∑
j=i
|g(tj , 0, 0, 0)|2 + δn
n−1∑
j=i
|zp,nj |2 + δn
n−1∑
j=i
|up,nj |2)
+ C0(pδn)2(max
j
E(|ξnj |2) + max
j
E(|ζnj |2))
+ C0δ2n(1 + p2) max
j
E(|yp,nj |2)
where C0 denotes a generic constant depending on Cg. Since
δn
(1− κn)κn =
1
λ
λδn
(1− e−λδn)e−λδn and e
x ≤ xe
2x
ex − 1 ≤ e
2x,
we get δn(1− κn)κn ≤
1
λ
e2λT . Hence, for δn small enough such that (3 + 2p+ 2Cg + 2C2g (1 + 1λe2λT ))δn < 1,
Lemma C.1 enables to write:
E[(yp,ni − yp,ni )2]+
δn
2 E[
n−1∑
j=i
(zp,nj − zp,nj )2] +
1
2(1− κn)κnE[
n−1∑
j=i
(up,nj − up,nj )2]
≤
(
1 + 2Cg + 2C2g +
2C2gδn
(1− κn)κn
)
δnE[
n−1∑
j=i
(yp,nj − yp,nj )2] + C1(p)δ2n, (4.3)
where C1(p) = C0(‖g(·, 0, 0, 0)‖2∞+p2(supn maxj E|ξnj |2 + supn maxj E|ζnj |2) + (1 +p2)KLem.C.1), KLem.C.1
denotes the constant appearing in Lemma C.1. Discrete Gronwall’s Lemma (see [21, Lemma 3]) gives
sup
i≤n
E[(yp,ni − yp,ni )2] ≤ C1(p)δ2ne(1+2Cg+2C
2
g(1+ 1λ e
2λT ))T .
Since δn ≤ T , (1− κn)κn ≥ λδne−2λT , and Equation (4.3) gives
E[
∫ T
0
|Zp,ns − Zp,ns |2ds] + E[
∫ T
0
|Up,ns − Up,ns |2ds] ≤ C ′1(p)δ2n,
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where C ′1(p) is another constant depending on Cg, λ, T and C1(p). It remains to prove the convergence for
the increasing processes. We have
A
p,n
t −K
p,n
t = Y
p,n
0 − Y
p,n
t −
∫ t
0
g(s, Y p,ns , Z
p,n
s , U
p,n
s )ds+
∫ t
0
Z
p,n
s dW
n
s +
∫ t
0
U
p,n
s dN˜
n
s ,
Ap,nt −Kp,nt = Y p,n0 − Y p,nt −
∫ t
0
g(s, Y p,ns , Zp,ns , Up,ns )ds+
∫ t
0
Zp,ns dW
n
s +
∫ t
0
Up,ns dN˜
n
s .
Using the Lispchitz property of g and the convergence of (Y p,ns −Y p,ns , Z
p,n
s −Zp,ns , U
p,n
s −Up,ns ), we get the
result.
4.2 Convergence of the discrete time setting to the continuous time setting
The following Proposition ensues from [16].
Proposition 4.3. Let g be a Lipschitz driver and assume that Assumption 3.3 (ii) holds. For any p ∈ N∗,
the sequence (Y p,nt , Z
p,n
t , U
p,n
t ) converges to (Y
p
t , Z
p
t , U
p
t ) in the following sense:
lim
n→∞
(
||Y p,n − Y p||2J1−L2 + E[
∫ T
0
|Zp,ns − Zps |2ds+
∫ T
0
|Up,ns − Ups |2ds]
)
= 0. (4.4)
Proof. For a fixed p, we have the following:
Y p,n − Y p = (Y p,n − Y p,n,q) + (Y p,n,q − Y p,∞,q) + (Y p,∞,q − Y p). (4.5)
where (Y p,∞,q, Zp,∞,q, Up,∞,q) is the Picard approximation of (Y p, Zp, Up) and (Y p,n,q, Zp,n,q, Up,n,q) rep-
resents the continuous time version of the discrete Picard approximation of (yp,nk , z
p,n
k , u
p,n
k ), denoted by
(yp,n,qk , z
p,n,q
k , u
p,n,q
k ). Note that (y
p,n,q+1
k , z
p,n,q+1
k , u
p,n,q+1
k ) is defined inductively as the solution of the
backward recursion given by [16, Eq. (3.16)], for the penalized driver gn(ω, t, y, z, u) := g(ω, t, y, z, u)+p(y−
ξ
n
t (ω))− − p(ζ
n
t (ω)− y)−. Since ξ
n and ζn satisfy Assumption 3.3 (ii), (gn(ω, ·, ·, ·, ·))n converges uniformly
to g(ω, ·, ·, ·, ·) + p(y − ξt(ω))− − p(ζt(ω) − y)− almost surely up to a subsequence (i.e. gn satisfies [16, As-
sumption (A’)]).
Now, by using (4.5), [16, Proposition 1], [16, Proposition 3] and [16, Eq. (3.17)], one can easily show that
(4.4) holds.
The following Corollary ensues from Proposition 4.3.
Corollary 4.4. Let g be a Lipschitz driver, ξ and ζ belong to S2, ψn is the random mapping introduced
in Proposition 4.3 and assume that Assumption 3.3 holds. For any p ∈ N∗, the sequence (Y p,nt , Zp,nt , Up,nt )
converges to (Y pt , Z
p
t , U
p
t ) in the following sense:
lim
n→∞E[
∫ T
0
|Y p,ns − Y ps |2ds+
∫ T
0
|Zp,ns − Zps |2ds+
∫ T
0
|Up,ns − Ups |2ds] = 0,
Moreover, Ap,n (resp. Kp,n) converges to Ap (resp. Kp) when n tends to infinity in L2 for the J1-Skorokhod
topology.
Proof. Note that: ∫ T
0
|Y p,ns − Y ps |2ds ≤ 2
∫ T
0
|Y p,ns − Y pηn(s)|2dt+ 2
∫ T
0
|Y pηn(s) − Y ps |2ds,
where ηn(s) represents the inverse of ψn(s).
Proposition 4.3 gives that the first term in the right-hand side converges to 0. Concerning the second
term, s 7→ Y ps is continuous except at the times at which the Poisson process jumps. Consequently, Y pηn(s)
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converges to Y ps for almost every s and as Y p belongs to S2, we get that E[
∫ T
0 |Y pηn(s) − Y ps |2ds] → 0 when
n→∞.
Now, remark that we can rewrite Ap,nt and A
p
t as follows:
Ap,nt = p
∫ t
0
(Y p,ns − ξ
n
s )−ds A
p
t = p
∫ t
0
(Y ps − ξs)−ds. (4.6)
Then
sup
t∈[0,T ]
|Ap,nψn(t) −Apt | = sup
t∈[0,T ]
|Ap,nt −Apηn(t)|
= sup
k∈{0,··· ,n}
|Ap,ntk −Aptk |+ sup
k∈{0,··· ,n}
sup
t∈[tk,tk+1]
|Aptk −Apηn(t)|.
since ξ and Y p belong to S2, we get that the second term in the right hand side tends to 0 in L2 when
n→∞.
sup
k∈{0,··· ,n}
|Ap,ntk −Aptk | ≤ p
∫ T
0
|Y p,ns − Y ps |+ |ξ
n
s − ξs|ds.
Since limn→∞ E[
∫ T
0 |Y p,ns −Y ps |2ds] = 0, limn→∞ E|ξ
n
s−ξη(s)|2 = 0 (see Remark 3.4) and limn→∞ E[
∫ T
0 |ξηn(s)−
ξs|2ds] = 0 (ξ is RCLL, its jumps are countable), we get that supk∈{0,··· ,n} |Ap,ntk −Aptk | converges to 0 in L2
in n, which ends the proof.
4.3 Convergence of the penalized BSDE to the reflected BSDE
As said in the Introduction, this part of the proof deals with the convergence of the penalized BSDE when
the jumps are driven by a general Poisson random measure. We state in Proposition 4.5 that a sequence
of penalized BSDEs converges to the solution to (2.1). To do so, we give in Section 4.3.1 an other proof of
existence of solutions to reflected BSDEs with jumps and RCLL barriers based on the penalization method.
We extend the proof of [17, Section 4] to the case of totally inacessible jumps. We are able to generalize
their proof thanks to Mokobodzki’s condition (which in particular enables to get Lemma 4.7, generalizing
[17, Lemma 4.1]), to the comparison Theorem for BSDEs with jumps (see Theorem D.1 and Theorem D.2)
and to the caracterization of the solution of the DBBSDE as the value function of a stochastic game (proved
in Proposition D.5).
We introduce the penalization scheme, generalizing (2.3) to the case of Poisson random measure :
Y pt =ξT +
∫ T
t
g(s, Y ps , Zps , Ups )ds+ p
∫ T
t
(Y ps − ξs)−ds− p
∫ T
t
(ζs − Y ps )−ds−
∫ T
t
Zps dWs
−
∫ T
t
∫
R∗
Ups (e)N˜(ds, de) (4.7)
with Apt = p
∫ t
0 (Y
p
s − ξs)−ds and Kpt = p
∫ t
0 (ζs − Y ps )−ds.
Proposition 4.5. Under Hypothesis 2.4, Y p converges to Y in H2, Zp weakly converges in H2 to Z, Up
weakly converges in H2ν to U , and α
p
t := A
p
t − Kpt weakly converges to αt in L2(Ft). Moreover, for all
r ∈ [1, 2[, the following strong convergence holds
lim
p→∞E
[∫ T
0
|Y ps − Ys|2ds
]
+ E
[∫ T
0
|Zps − Zs|rds+
∫ T
0
(∫
R∗
|Ups − Us|2ν(de)
) r
2
ds
]
= 0. (4.8)
The proof of Proposition 4.5 is postponed to Section 4.3.2.
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4.3.1 Intermediate result
For each p, q in N, since the driver g(s, y, z, u) + q(y− ξs)−− p(ζs− y)− is Lipschitz in (y, z, u), the following
classical BSDE with jumps admits a unique solution (Y p,q, Zp,q, Up,q) (see [27])
Y p,qt =ξT +
∫ T
t
g(s, Y p,qs , Zp,qs , Up,qs )ds+ q
∫ T
t
(Y p,qs − ξs)−ds− p
∫ T
t
(ζs − Y p,qs )−ds−
∫ T
t
Zp,qs dWs
−
∫ T
t
∫
R∗
Up,qs (e)N˜(ds, de). (4.9)
We set Ap,qt = q
∫ t
0 (Y
p,q
s − ξs)−ds and Kp,qt = p
∫ t
0 (ζs − Y p,qs )−ds.
Theorem 4.6. Let us assume that Assumption 2.4 holds. The quadruple (Y p,q, Zp,q, Up,q, αp,q), where
αp,q = Ap,q −Kp,q, converges to (Y,Z, U, α), the solution of (2.1), as p → ∞ then q → ∞ (or equivalently
as q → ∞ then p → ∞) in the following sense : Y p,q converges to Y in H2, Zp,q weakly converges to Z in
H2, Up,q weakly converges to U in H2ν , α
p,q
t weakly converges to αt in L2(Ft). Moreover, for each r ∈ [1, 2[,
the following strong convergence holds
lim
p→∞ limq→∞E
(∫ T
0
|Y p,qs − Ys|2ds
)
+ E
(∫ T
0
|Zp,qs − Zs|rds+
∫ T
0
(∫
R∗
|Up,qs − Us|2ν(de)
) r
2
ds
)
= 0.
(4.10)
The proof of Theorem 4.6 is divided in several steps. We prove
1. the quadruple (Y p,q, Zp,q, Up,q, αp,q) converges as q →∞ then p→∞
2. the quadruple (Y p,q, Zp,q, Up,q, αp,q) converges as p→∞ then q →∞
3. the two limits are equal (see Lemma 4.11)
4. the limit of the penalized BSDE is the solution of the reflected BSDE (2.1) (see Theorem 4.3.1)
5. Equation (4.10) ensues from (4.27) and (4.29).
Proof of point 1.
Let us first state the following preliminary result.
Lemma 4.7. Suppose that H,H ′ ∈ S2 are two supermartingales such that Assumption 2.4 holds. Let Y ∗
be the RCLL adapted process defined by Y ∗t := (Ht − H ′t)1t<T + ξT1t=T . There exists (Z∗, U∗, A∗,K∗) ∈
H2 ×H2ν ×A2 ×A2 such that (Y ∗, Z∗, U∗, A∗,K∗) solves (i), (ii), (iii) of (2.1).
Proof. By assumption, H andH ′ are square integrable supermartingales. The process Y ∗ is thus well defined.
By the Doob-Meyer decomposition of supermartingales, there exist two square integrable martingalesM and
M ′, two square integrable nondecreasing predictable RCLL processes V and V ′ with V0 = V
′
0 = 0 such that:
dHt = dMt − dVt ; dH ′t = dM
′
t − dV
′
t . (4.11)
Define
M t := Mt −M ′t .
By the above relation and (4.11), we derive dY ∗t = dM t− dVt + dV
′
t . Now, by the martingale representation
theorem, there exist Z∗ ∈ H2, U∗ ∈ H2ν such that:
dM t = Z∗t dWt +
∫
R∗
U∗t (e)N˜(de, dt). (4.12)
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Consequently, (4.11) and (4.12) imply that:
Y ∗t =ξT +
∫ T
t
g(s, Y ∗s , Z∗s , U∗s )ds−
(∫ T
t
g(s, Y ∗s , Z∗s , U∗s )ds+ (VT − Vt)− (V ′T − V ′t )
)
−
∫ T
t
Z∗sdWs
−
∫ T
t
∫
R∗
U∗s (e)N˜(ds, de).
Now let g+ (resp. g−) denote the positive (resp. negative) part of the function g. By setting A∗t :=
Vt +
∫ t
0 g
+(s, Y ∗s , Z∗s , U∗s )ds and K∗t := V ′t +
∫ t
0 g
−(s, Y ∗s , Z∗s , U∗s )ds, the result follows.
Proposition 4.8. Suppose Assumption 2.4 holds. Then, there exists a constant C, independent of p and q
such that we have :
E
[
sup
0≤t≤T
(Y p,qt )2
]
+ E
[∫ T
0
|Zp,qt |2dt
]
+ E
[∫ T
0
∫
R∗
|Up,qt (e)|2ν(de)dt
]
+ E[(Ap,qT )2] + E[(K
p,q
T )2] ≤ C.
(4.13)
Proof. This proof generalizes the proof of [17, Proposition 4.1] to the case of jumps. Since p and q play
symmetric roles, the calculations over p and q are uniform throughout this proof. From Lemma 4.7, we know
that there exists (Y ∗, Z∗, U∗, A∗,K∗) in S2 ×H2 ×H2ν ×A2 ×A2 such that
Y ∗t = ξT +
∫ T
t
g(s, θ∗s)ds+ (A∗T −A∗t )− (K∗T −K∗t )−
∫ T
t
Z∗sdWs −
∫ T
t
∫
R∗
U∗s (e)N˜(ds, de)
and ξt ≤ Y ∗t ≤ ζt dP ⊗ dt a.s. (θ∗s denotes (Y ∗s , Z∗s , U∗s )). Then, for p, q ∈ N, we also have
Y ∗t =ξT +
∫ T
t
g(s, θ∗s)ds+ (A∗T −A∗t )− (K∗T −K∗t ) + q
∫ T
t
(ξs − Y ∗s )+ds− p
∫ T
t
(Y ∗s − ζs)+ds
−
∫ T
t
Z∗sdWs −
∫ T
t
∫
R∗
U∗s (e)N˜(ds, de).
Let θp,q := (Y p,q, Zp,q, Up,q) and θ˜p,q = (Y˜ p,q, Z˜p,q, U˜p,q) be the solutions of the following equations
Y
p,q
t =ξT +
∫ T
t
g(s, θp,qs )ds+ (A∗T −A∗t ) + q
∫ T
t
(ξs − Y p,qs )+ds− p
∫ T
t
(Y p,qs − ζs)+ds (4.14)
−
∫ T
t
Z
p,q
s dWs −
∫ T
t
∫
R∗
U
p,q
s (e)N˜(ds, de). (4.15)
Y˜ p,qt =ξT +
∫ T
t
g(s, θ˜p,qs )ds− (K∗T −K∗t ) + q
∫ T
t
(ξs − Y˜ p,qs )+ds− p
∫ T
t
(Y˜ p,qs − ζs)+ds (4.16)
−
∫ T
t
Z˜p,qs dWs −
∫ T
t
∫
R∗
U˜p,qs (e)N˜(ds, de). (4.17)
By the comparison theorem for BSDEs with jumps (see Theorem D.1), we get that for all p, q in N, Y˜ p,qt ≤
Y p,qt ≤ Y
p,q
t , ξt ≤ Y ∗t ≤ Y
p,q
t and Y˜
p,q
t ≤ Y ∗t ≤ ζt. Applying this result to (4.14) gives that (Y
p,q
, Z
p,q
, U
p,q)
is also solution to
Y
p,q
t = ξT +
∫ T
t
g(s, θp,qs )ds+ (A∗T −A∗t )− p
∫ T
t
(Y p,qs − ζs)+ds−
∫ T
t
Z
p,q
s dWs −
∫ T
t
∫
R∗
U
p,q
s (e)N˜(ds, de).
(4.18)
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Doing the same with (4.16) gives that (Y˜ p,q, Z˜p,q, U˜p,q) is also solution to
Y˜ p,qt = ξT +
∫ T
t
g(s, θ˜p,qs )ds− (K∗T −K∗t ) + q
∫ T
t
(ξs − Y˜ p,qs )+ds−
∫ T
t
Z˜p,qs dWs −
∫ T
t
∫
R∗
U˜p,qs (e)N˜(ds, de).
(4.19)
Let us consider the following BSDEs
Y +t = ξT +
∫ T
t
g(s, θ+s )ds+ (A∗T −A∗t )−
∫ T
t
Z+s dWs −
∫ T
t
∫
R∗
U˜+s (e)N˜(ds, de), (4.20)
Y −t = ξT +
∫ T
t
g(s, θ−s )ds− (K∗T −K∗t )−
∫ T
t
Z−s dWs −
∫ T
t
∫
R∗
U˜−s (e)N˜(ds, de), (4.21)
where θ+s := (Y +s , Z+s , U+s ) and θ−s := (Y −s , Z−s , U−s ). Since K
p,q
t := p
∫ t
0 (Y
p,q
s − ζs)+ds and A˜p,qt := q
∫ t
0 (ξs−
Y˜ p,qs )+ds are increasing processes, Theorem D.1 applied to (4.18) and (4.20) (resp. to (4.19) and (4.21))
gives Y p,qt ≤ Y +t (resp. Y −t ≤ Y˜ p,qt ). Combining theses results with the inequality Y˜ p,qt ≤ Y p,qt ≤ Y
p,q
t leads
to
∀(p, q) ∈ N2, ∀t ∈ [0, T ], Y −t ≤ Y˜ p,qt ≤ Y p,qt ≤ Y
p,q
t ≤ Y +t . (4.22)
Then we have
E[ sup
0≤t≤T
(Y p,qt )2] ≤ max{E[ sup
0≤t≤T
(Y +t )2],E[ sup
0≤t≤T
(Y −t )2]}. (4.23)
SinceA∗ andK∗ belong toA2, Itô’s formula, BDG inequality and Gronwall’s Lemma give E[sup0≤t≤T (Y +t )2] ≤
C and E[sup0≤t≤T (Y −t )2] ≤ C. Then we get
E[ sup
0≤t≤T
(Y p,qt )2] ≤ C. (4.24)
Let us now prove that E[(Ap,qT )2] + E[(K
p,q
T )2] ≤ C. Since for all p, q in N, Y˜ p,qt ≤ Y p,qt ≤ Y
p,q
t , then
A˜p,qt ≥ Ap,qt ≥ 0 and K
p,q
t ≥ Kp,qt ≥ 0 . It boils down to prove E[(A˜p,qT )2] + E[(K
p,q
T )2] ≤ C. Let us first
prove that E[(A˜p,qT )2] ≤ C. To do so, we apply [8, Equation (17)] to (4.19) (as a sequence in q). In the same
way, we apply [8, Equation (17)] to (4.18) (as a sequence in p). We get E[(Kp,qT )2] ≤ C.
It remains to prove E
[∫ T
0 |Zp,qt |2dt
]
+ E
[∫ T
0
∫
R∗ |Up,qt (e)|2ν(de)dt
]
≤ C. By applying Itô’s formula to
|Y p,qt |2, we get
E
[|Y p,qt |2]+ E
[∫ T
t
|Zp,qs |2ds
]
+ E
[∫ T
t
∫
R∗
|Up,qs (e)|2ν(de)ds
]
=E[ξ2T ] + 2E
[∫ T
t
Y p,qs g(s, Y p,qs , Zp,qs , Up,qs )ds
]
+ 2E
[∫ T
t
Y p,qs q(Y p,qs − ξs)−ds
]
− 2E
[∫ T
t
Y p,qs p(ζs − Y p,qs )−ds
]
.
The third term of the right hand side is zero if Y p,qs ≥ ξs. Then we can bound it by 2E
[
sup0≤t≤T |ξt|(Ap,qT −Ap,qt )
]
.
The last term of the right hand side is bounded in the same way. We bound it by 2E
[
sup0≤t≤T |ζt|(Kp,qT −Kp,qt )
]
.
By using that g is Lipschitz, we bound the second term of the right hand side
2E
[∫ T
t
Y p,qs g(s, Y p,qs , Zp,qs , Up,qs )ds
]
≤ 2E
[∫ T
t
|Y p,qs |(‖g(·, 0, 0, 0)‖∞ + Cg(|Y p,qs |+ |Zp,qs |+ |Up,qs |))ds
]
.
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By applying Young’s inequality, we get
E
[|Y p,qt |2]+ E
[∫ T
t
|Zp,qs |2ds
]
+ E
[∫ T
t
∫
R∗
|Up,qs (e)|2ν(de)ds
]
(4.25)
≤‖g(·, 0, 0, 0)‖2∞ + (1 + 2Cg + 4C2g )E
[∫ T
t
|Y p,qs |2ds
]
+ 12E
[∫ T
t
|Zp,qs |2ds
]
+ 12E
[∫ T
t
∫
R∗
|Up,qs (e)|2ν(de)ds
]
+ E[ sup
0≤t≤T
ξ2t ] + E[ sup
0≤t≤T
ζ2t ] + E[(A
p,q
T )2] + E[(K
p,q
T )2].
By combining the assumptions on ξ, ζ, (4.24) and the previous result bounding E[(Ap,qT )2] +E[(K
p,q
T )2], we
get E[
∫ T
t
|Zp,qs |2ds] + E[
∫ T
t
∫
R∗ |Up,qs (e)|2ν(de)ds] ≤ C.
In (4.9), for fixed p we set gp(s, y, z, u) = g(s, y, z, u)− p(ζs − y)−. gp is Lipschitz and
E
(∫ T
0
(gp(s, 0, 0, 0))2ds
)
≤ 2E
(∫ T
0
(g(s, 0, 0, 0))2ds
)
+ 2p2TE( sup
0≤t≤T
(ζt)2) <∞.
By Theorem D.1, we know that (Y p,q) is increasing in q for all p. Thanks to Theorem D.4, we know that
(Y p,q, Zp,q, Up,q)q∈N has a limit (Y p,∞, Zp,∞, Up,∞) := θp,∞ such that (Y p,q)q converges increasingly to
Y p,∞ ∈ S2, and thanks to Theorem D.3, we know that there exists Zp,∞ ∈ H2, Up,∞ ∈ H2ν and Ap,∞ ∈ A2
such that (Y p,∞, Zp,∞, Up,∞, Ap,∞) satisfies the following equation
Y p,∞t =ξT +
∫ T
t
g(s, θp,∞s )ds+ (A
p,∞
T −Ap,∞t )− p
∫ T
t
(ζs − Y p,∞s )−ds−
∫ T
t
Zp,∞s dWs
−
∫ T
t
∫
R∗
Up,∞s (e)N˜(ds, de) (4.26)
Zp,∞ is the weak limit of (Zp,q)q in H2, Up,∞ is the weak limit of (Up,q)q in H2ν and A
p,∞
t is the weak
limit of (Ap,qt )q in L2(Ft). Moreover, for each r ∈ [1, 2[, the following strong convergence holds
lim
q→∞E
(∫ T
0
|Y p,qs − Y p,∞s |2ds
)
+ E
(∫ T
0
|Zp,qs − Zp,∞s |rds+
∫ T
0
(∫
R∗
|Up,qs − Up,∞s |2ν(de)
) r
2
ds
)
= 0.
(4.27)
From [8, Theorem 5.1], we also get that ∀t ∈ [0, T ], Y p,∞t ≥ ξt and
∫ T
0 (Y
p,∞
t− − ξt−)dAp,∞t = 0 a.s. Set
Kp,∞t = p
∫ t
0 (ζs − Y p,∞s )−ds. Since Y p,q ↗ Y p,∞ when q → ∞, Kp,q ↗ Kp,∞ when q → ∞. By the
monotone convergence theorem and (4.13), we get that E((Kp,∞T )2) ≤ C. Then we get the following Lemma.
Lemma 4.9. There exists a constant C independent of p such that
E
[
sup
0≤t≤T
(Y p,∞t )2
]
+ E
[∫ T
0
|Zp,∞t |2dt
]
+ E
[∫ T
0
∫
R∗
|Up,∞t (e)|2ν(de)dt
]
+ E[(Ap,∞T )2] + E[(K
p,∞
T )2] ≤ C.
From Theorem D.2, we have Y p,∞t ≥ Y p+1,∞t , then there exists a process Y such that Y p,∞ ↘ Y . By
using Fatou’s lemma, we get
E
(
sup
0≤t≤T
(Yt)2
)
≤ C,
and the dominated convergence theorem gives us that limp→∞ Y p,∞ = Y in H2. Since (Y p,q)p is a decreasing
sequence, (Ap,q)p is an increasing sequence, and by passing to the limit ((Ap,qt )q weakly converges to A
p,∞
t ),
we get Ap,∞t ≤ Ap+1,∞t . Then, we deduce from Lemma 4.9 that there exists a process A such that Ap,∞ ↗ A
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and E(A2T ) <∞. Since Ap,qt −Ap,qs =
∫ t
s
q(ξr − Y p,qr )+dr ≤
∫ t
s
q(ξr − Y p+1,qr )+dr = Ap+1,qt −Ap+1,qs , we get
that
Ap,∞t −Ap,∞s ≤ Ap+1,∞t −Ap+1,∞s ∀ 0 ≤ s ≤ t ≤ T.
Thanks to Lemma 4.9, we can apply the “generalized monotonic Theorem” A.1: there exist Z ∈ H2,
U ∈ H2ν and K ∈ A2 such that
Yt = ξT +
∫ T
t
g(s, Ys, Zs, Us)ds+AT −At − (KT −Kt)−
∫ T
t
ZsdWs −
∫ T
t
∫
R∗
Us(e)N˜(ds, de), (4.28)
Kt is the weak limit of Kp,∞t in L2(Ft), Z is the weak limit of Zp,∞ in H2 and U is the weak limit of Up,∞
in H2ν . Moreover, A
p,∞
t strongly converges to At in L2(Ft) and A ∈ A2, and we have for each r ∈ [1, 2[,
lim
p→∞E
(∫ T
0
|Y p,∞s − Ys|2ds
)
+ E
(∫ T
0
|Zp,∞s − Zs|rds+
∫ T
0
(∫
R∗
|Up,∞s − Us|2ν(de)
) r
2
ds
)
= 0. (4.29)
Proof of point 2.
Similarly, (Y p,q)p is decreasing for any fixed q. The same arguments as before give that (Y p,q, Zp,q, Up,q)p∈N
has a limit (Y∞,q, Z∞,q, U∞,q) := θ∞,q such that (Y p,q)p converges decreasingly to Y∞,q ∈ S2, and
thanks to Theorem D.3, we know that there exists Z∞,q ∈ H2, U∞,q ∈ H2ν and K∞,q ∈ A2 such that
(Y∞,q, Z∞,q, U∞,q,K∞,q) satisfies the following equation
Y∞,qt =ξT +
∫ T
t
g(s, θ∞,qs )ds+ q
∫ T
t
(Y∞,qs − ξs)−ds− (K∞,qT −K∞,qt )−
∫ T
t
Z∞,qs dWs
−
∫ T
t
∫
R∗
U∞,qs (e)N˜(ds, de) (4.30)
Z∞,q is the weak limit of (Zp,q)p in H2, U∞,q is the weak limit of (Up,q)p in H2ν and K
∞,q
t is the weak limit of
(Kp,qt )p in L2(Ft). From [8, Theorem 5.1], we also get that ∀t ∈ [0, T ], Y∞,qt ≤ ζt and
∫ T
0 (Y
∞,q
t− −ζt−)dK∞,qt =
0 a.s. Set A∞,qt = q
∫ t
0 (Y
∞,q
s − ξs)−ds. Since Y p,q ↘ Y∞,q when p → ∞, Ap,q ↗ A∞,q when p → ∞. By
the monotone convergence theorem and (4.13), we get that E((A∞,qT )2) ≤ C. We get the following result,
equivalent to Lemma 4.9
Lemma 4.10. There exists a constant C independent of q such that
E
[
sup
0≤t≤T
(Y∞,qt )2
]
+ E
[∫ T
0
|Z∞,qt |2dt
]
+ E
[∫ T
0
∫
R∗
|U∞,qt (e)|2ν(de)dt
]
+ E[(A∞,qT )2] + E[(K
∞,q
T )2] ≤ C.
From Theorem D.2, we have Y∞,qt ≤ Y∞,q+1t , then there exists a process Y ′ such that Y∞,q ↗ Y ′. By
using Fatou’s lemma, we get that Y ′ belongs to S2, and the convergence also holds in H2. By using the
same proof as before, we can apply Theorem A.1: there exist Z ′ ∈ H2, U ′ ∈ H2ν and A′ ∈ A2 such that
Y ′t = ξT +
∫ T
t
g(s, Y ′s , Z ′s, U ′s)ds+A′T −A′t − (K ′T −K ′t)−
∫ T
t
Z ′sdWs −
∫ T
t
∫
R∗
U ′s(e)N˜(ds, de),
A′t is the weak limit of A
∞,q
t in L2(Ft), Z ′ is the weak limit of Z∞,q in H2 and U ′ is the weak limit of U∞,q
in H2ν . Moreover, K
∞,q
t strongly converges to K ′t in L2(Ft) and K ′ ∈ A2. We will now prove that the two
limits are equal.
Proof of point 3.
Lemma 4.11. The two limits Y and Y ′ are equal. Moreover Z = Z ′, U = U ′ and A−K = A′ −K ′.
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Proof. Since Y p,q ↗ Y p,∞ and Y p,q ↘ Y∞,q, we get that for all p, q ∈ N, Y∞,q ≤ Y p,q ≤ Y p,∞. Then, since
Y p,∞ ↘ Y and Y∞,q ↗ Y ′, we get Y ′ ≤ Y . On the other hand, since Y∞,q ≤ Y p,q, we get that for all
0 ≤ s ≤ t ≤ T
Ap,qt −Ap,qs ≤ A∞,qt −A∞,qs .
Since (Ap,qt )q weakly converges to A
p,∞
t in L2(Ft), (A∞,qt )q weakly converges to A′t in L2(Ft), and (Ap,∞t )p
strongly converges to At in L2(Ft), taking limit in q and then limit in p gives
At −As ≤ A′t −A′s. (4.31)
Since Y p,q ≤ Y p,∞, we get that for all 0 ≤ s ≤ t ≤ T
Kp,qt −Kp,qs ≤ Kp,∞t −Kp,∞s .
Letting p→∞ and q →∞ leads to
K ′t −K ′s ≤ Kt −Ks. (4.32)
Combining (4.31) and (4.32) gives that for all 0 ≤ s ≤ t ≤ T
At −As − (Kt −Ks) ≤ A′t −A′s − (K ′t −K ′s).
Thanks to Theorem D.1, we get that Y ′ ≥ Y . Then Y ′ = Y , and we get Z ′ = Z, U ′ = U , and A′−K ′ = A−K.
Proof of point 4.
It remains to prove that the limit (Y, Z, U,A−K) of the penalized BSDE is the solution of the reflected
BSDE with two RCLL barriers ξ and ζ. To do so, we use the links between Dynkin games and DBBSDEs
(see Proposition D.5) and Snell envelope theory (see Appendix B).
Theorem 4.12. Let α := A−K. The quartuple (Y,Z, U, α) solving (4.28) is the unique solution to (2.1).
Proof. We know from Theorem 2.7 that (2.1) has a unique solution. We already know that (Y, Z, U,A,K)
belongs to S2 × H2 × H2ν × A2 × A2 and satisfies (ii). It remains to check (iii) and (iv). We first check
(iii). From (4.26), we know that (Y p,∞, Zp,∞, Up,∞, Ap,∞) is the solution of a reflected BSDE (RBSDE in
the following) with one lower barrier ξ. Let αp,∞ := Ap,∞ −Kp,∞. Then, (Y p,∞, Zp,∞, Up,∞, αp,∞) can be
considered as the solution of a RBSDE with two barriers ξ and ζ + (ζ − Y p,∞)−, since we have
ξ ≤ Y p,∞ ≤ ζ + (ζ − Y p,∞)−,
∫ T
0
(Y p,∞t − ξt)dAp,∞t = 0
and
∫ T
0
(Y p,∞t − ζt − (ζ − Y p,∞)−t )dKp,∞t = −p
∫ T
0
(Y p,∞t − ζt)−(ζt − Y p,∞t )−dt = 0.
From Proposition D.5 we know that
Y p,∞t = essinf
σ∈Tt
esssup
τ∈Tt
E
(∫ σ∧τ
t
g(s, θp,∞s )ds+ ξτ1τ≤σ + ζσ1σ<τ + (ζσ − Y p,∞σ )−1σ<τ
∣∣Ft)
≥ essinf
σ∈Tt
esssup
τ∈Tt
E
(∫ σ∧τ
t
g(s, θp,∞s )ds+ ξτ1τ≤σ + ζσ1σ<τ
∣∣Ft)
≥ essinf
σ∈Tt
esssup
τ∈Tt
E
(∫ σ∧τ
t
g(s, θs)ds+ ξτ1τ≤σ + ζσ1σ<τ
∣∣Ft)
− CgE
(∫ T
0
|Y p,∞s − Ys|+ |Zp,∞s − Zs|+ ‖Up,∞s − Us‖νds|Ft
)
.
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Since Y p,∞ → Y in H2, Zp,∞ → Z in Hr for r < 2, and Up,∞ → U in Hrν for r < 2, there exists a subsequence
pj such that the last conditional expectation converges to 0 a.s. Taking the limit in p in the last inequality
gives
Yt ≥ essinf
σ∈Tt
esssup
τ∈Tt
E
(∫ σ∧τ
t
g(s, θs)ds+ ξτ1τ≤σ + ζσ1σ<τ
∣∣Ft) . (4.33)
In the same way, we know that (Y∞,q, Z∞,q, U∞,q,K∞,q) is the solution of a RBSDE with one upper
barrier ζ. Let α∞,q := A∞,q −K∞,q. Then (Y∞,q, Z∞,q, U∞,q, α∞,q) is the solution of a RBSDE with two
barriers ξ − (Y∞,q − ξ)− and ζ. By Proposition D.5 we know that
Y∞,qt ≤ esssup
τ∈Tt
essinf
σ∈Tt
E
(∫ σ∧τ
t
g(s, θs)ds+ ξτ1τ≤σ + ζσ1σ<τ
∣∣Ft)
+ CgE
(∫ T
0
|Y∞,qs − Ys|+ |Z∞,qs − Zs|+ ‖U∞,qs − Us‖νds|Ft
)
.
Since Y∞,q → Y in H2, Z∞,q → Z in Hr for r < 2, and U∞,q → U in Hrν for r < 2, there exists a subsequence
qj such that the last conditional expectation converges to 0 a.s. Taking the limit in q in the last inequality
gives
Yt ≤ esssup
τ∈Tt
essinf
σ∈Tt
E
(∫ σ∧τ
t
g(s, θs)ds+ ξτ1τ≤σ + ζσ1σ<τ
∣∣Ft) . (4.34)
Comparing (4.33) and (4.34) and since esssup essinf ≤ essinf esssup, we deduce
Yt = esssup
τ∈Tt
essinf
σ∈Tt
E
(∫ σ∧τ
t
g(s, θs)ds+ ξτ1τ≤σ + ζσ1σ<τ
∣∣Ft)
= essinf
σ∈Tt
esssup
τ∈Tt
E
(∫ σ∧τ
t
g(s, θs)ds+ ξτ1τ≤σ + ζσ1σ<τ
∣∣Ft) .
Let Mt := E(ξT +
∫ T
0 g(s, θs)ds|Ft)−
∫ t
0 g(s, θs)ds, ξ˜t = ξt −Mt and ζ˜t = ζt −Mt. We can rewrite Y in the
following form
Yt = esssup
τ∈Tt
essinf
σ∈Tt
E
(
ξ˜τ1τ≤σ + ζ˜σ1σ<τ
∣∣Ft)+Mt
= essinf
σ∈Tt
esssup
τ∈Tt
E
(
ξ˜τ1τ≤σ + ζ˜σ1σ<τ
∣∣Ft)+Mt
Then Yt −Mt is the value of a stochastic game problem with payoff It(τ, σ) = ξ˜τ1τ≤σ + ζ˜σ1σ<τ . Let us
check that ξ˜ and ζ˜ are in S2. Since ξ and ζ are in S2, we only have to check that M ∈ S2. Using Doob’s
inequality
E( sup
0≤t≤T
(Mt)2) ≤ 2E
 sup
0≤t≤T
(
E(ξ +
∫ T
0
g(s, θs)ds|Ft)
)2
+
(∫ T
0
|g(s, θs)|ds
)2 ,
≤ C(1 + E
∫ T
0
|Ys|2 + |Zs|2 + ‖Us‖2νds) <∞.
Since ξ˜T = ζ˜T = 0 and ξ and ζ satisfy Mokobodzki’condition, we can apply [17, Theorem 5.1]: there exists
a pair of non-negative RCLL supermatingales (X+, X−) in S2 such that
X+t = Rt(X− + ξ˜), (4.35)
X−t = Rt(X+ − ζ˜)
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where Rt(φ) denotes the Snell enveloppe of φ (see Appendix B). Thanks to [17, Theorem 5.2], we know that
Yt −Mt = X+t −X−t . Moreover, by the Doob-Meyer decomposition theorem, we get
X+t = E(A1T |Ft)−A1t , X−t = E(K1T |Ft)−K1t
where A1,K1 are predictable increasing processes belonging to A2. With the representation theorem for the
martingale part we know that there exists Z1 ∈ H2 and U1 ∈ H2ν such that
Yt = Mt +X+t −X−t
= E(ξ +
∫ T
0
g(s, θs)ds+A1T −K1T |Ft)−
∫ t
0
g(s, θs)ds−A1t +K1t ,
= Y0 +
∫ t
0
Z1sdWs +
∫ t
0
∫
R∗
U1s (e)N˜(ds, de)−
∫ t
0
g(s, θs)ds−A1t +K1t .
Then, we compare the forward form of (4.28) and the previous equality, we get
(At −Kt)− (A1t −K1t ) =
∫ t
0
(Zs − Z1s )dWs +
∫ t
0
∫
R∗
(Us(e)− U1s (e))N˜(ds, de)
and then Zt = Z1t , Ut = U1t and Kt −At = K1t −A1t . By using the properties of the Snell envelope in (4.35)
(see Proposition B.3), we get the X+ ≥ X− + ξ˜ and X− ≥ X+ − ζ˜, which leads to
ξ = M + ξ˜ ≤ Y = M +X+ −X− ≤M + ζ˜ = ζ
and (iii) follows.
It remains to check (iv). By Proposition B.4, we get that
0 =
∫ T
0
(X+t− − (ξ˜t− +X−t−))dA1t =
∫ T
0
(X+t− −X−t− − ξt− +Mt−)dA1t =
∫ T
0
(Yt− − ξt−)dA1t ,
and
0 =
∫ T
0
(X−t− − (X+t− − ζ˜t−))dK1t =
∫ T
0
(X−t− −X+t− + ζt− −Mt−)dK1t =
∫ T
0
(ζt− − Yt−)dK1t ,
which ends the proof.
4.3.2 Proof of Proposition 4.5
In order to prove the convergence of (Y p, Zp, Up, αp), we rewrite (4.26), the solution of the reflected BSDE
with one lower obstacle ξ
Y p,∞t =ξ +
∫ T
t
g(s, θp,∞s )ds+ (A
p,∞
T −Ap,∞t )− p
∫ T
t
(ζs − Y p,∞s )−ds−
∫ T
t
Zp,∞s dWs
−
∫ T
t
∫
R∗
Up,∞s (e)N˜(ds, de),
and (4.30), the solution of the reflected BSDE with one upper obstacle ζ
Y∞,pt =ξ +
∫ T
t
g(s, θ∞,ps )ds+ p
∫ T
t
(Y∞,ps − ξs)−ds− (K∞,pT −K∞,pt )−
∫ T
t
Z∞,ps dWs
−
∫ T
t
∫
R∗
U∞,ps (e)N˜(ds, de).
Since Y p,∞t ≥ ξt and Y∞,p ≤ ζt, we can substract p
∫ T
t
(Y p,∞s − ξs)−ds to the first BSDE and we can add
p
∫ T
t
(ζs − Y∞,ps )−ds to the second BSDE. By the comparison theorem we get Y∞,pt ≤ Y pt ≤ Y p,∞t . Since
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Y p,∞ ↘ Y and Y∞,p ↗ Y when p→∞, we get that Y pt → Yt almost surely, for all t ∈ [0, T ]. From (4.29)
and the corresponding result for Y∞,p, we get that limp→∞ E(
∫ T
0 |Y ps − Ys|2ds) = 0.
Applying Itô’s formula to E(|Y pt −Yt|2) between [σ, τ ], a pair of stopping times such that t ≤ σ ≤ τ ≤ T , we
get
E
(
|Y pσ − Yσ|2 +
∫ τ
σ
|Zps − Zs|2ds+
∫ τ
σ
∫
R∗
|Ups (e)− Us(e)|2ν(de)ds
)
= E(|Y pτ − Yτ |2)
+ 2E(
∫ τ
σ
(Y ps − Ys)(g(s, θps)− g(s, θs))ds) +
∑
σ≤s≤τ
(∆sA)2 +
∑
σ≤s≤τ
(∆sK)2 + 2
∑
σ≤s≤τ
∆sA∆sK
+ 2
∫ τ
σ
(Y ps − Ys)d(Ap −A)s − 2
∫ τ
σ
(Y ps − Ys)d(Kp −K)s.
By using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, the convergence of Y p to Y in H2, and the fact that g(s, θps) and
g(s, θs) are bounded in L2(Ω× [0, T ]), we get that the second term of the r.h.s. tends to zero when p tends
to ∞. From the dominated convergence theorem the last two terms of the r.h.s. also tend to zero. Since
2
∑
σ≤s≤τ ∆sA∆sK ≤
∑
σ≤s≤τ (∆sA)2 +
∑
σ≤s≤τ (∆sK)2, we are back to Theorem D.3, which ends the
proof of (4.8).
It remains to prove that Zp weakly converges to Z in H2, Up weakly converges to U in H2ν and α
p
t
weakly converges to α in L2(Ft). Since Y∞,pt ≤ Y pt ≤ Y p,∞t , we get Apt ≤ A∞,pt and Kpt ≤ Kp,∞t .
Then, by using Lemmas 4.9 and 4.10, we obtain E((ApT )2) + E((K
p
T )2) ≤ C, where C does not de-
pend on p. By applying Itô’s formula to |Y pt |2 and by using Young’s inequality as in (4.25) we get
E(
∫ T
0 |Zpt |2dt +
∫ T
0 (
∫
R∗ |Ups (e)|2ν(de)ds)) ≤ C, where C does not depend on p. The sequences (Zp)p≥0,
(Up)p≥0, (Apt )p≥0 and (K
p
t )p≥0 are bounded in the respective spaces H2, H2ν , L2(Ft) and L2(Ft). Then, we
can extract subsequences which weakly converge in the related spaces. Let us denote Z ′, U ′, A′ and K ′ the
respective limits. Since (Zp, Up) strongly converge to (Z,U) for any q < 2 (see (4.8)), we get that Z = Z ′
and U = U ′.
Let us prove that A′ −K ′ = A−K. We have
Apt −Kpt = Y p0 − Y pt −
∫ t
0
g(s, θps)ds+
∫ t
0
Zps dWs +
∫ t
0
∫
R∗
Ups (e)N˜(ds, de),
At −Kt = Y0 − Yt −
∫ t
0
g(s, θs)ds+
∫ t
0
ZsdWs +
∫ t
0
∫
R∗
Us(e)N˜(ds, de).
Taking the limit in p in the first equation, we get A′t −K ′t = At −Kt.
5 Numerical simulations
In this section, we illustrate the convergence of our scheme with two examples. The difficulty in the choice
of examples is given by the hypothesis we assume, in particular the Mokobodzi’s condition which is difficult
to check in practice.
Example 1 : inaccessible jumps
We consider the simulation of the solution of a DBBSDE with obstacles having only totally inaccessible
jumps. More precisely, we take the barriers and driver of the following form: ξt := (Wt)2+ N˜t+(T − t), ζt :=
(Wt)2 + N˜t + 3(T − t), g(t, ω, y, z, u) := −5|y + z|+ 6u− 1.
Our example satisfies the assumptions assumed in the theoretical part, in particular Hypotheses 2.4 and
3.3 (see Remark 3.5, point 2.). Assumption (2.4), which represents the Mokobodzki’s condition, is fulfilled,
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since Ht := (Wt)2 + N˜t + 2(T − t) satisfies ξt ≤ Ht ≤ ζt and Ht = Mt +At, where Mt := (Wt)2 + N˜t + T − t
is a martingale and At := T − t is a decreasing finite variation process.
Table 1 gives the values of Y0 with respect to parameters n and p of our explicit sheme. We notice
that the algorithm converges quite fast in p and n. However, when n is too small (n = 20 and n = 50),
the result for p = 20000 is quite far from the “reference” result (n = 600 and p = 20000). Concerning the
computational time, we notice that it is low, even for big values of p and n.
Table 1: The solution yp,n at time t = 0
Y p,n0 n=20 n=50 n=100 n=200 n=400 n=500 n=600
p=20 1.1736 1.2051 1.2181 1.2245 1.2277 1.2283 1.2288
p=50 1.2077 1.2482 1.2648 1.2728 1.2767 1.2775 1.2780
p=100 1.2214 1.2634 1.2808 1.2894 1.2936 1.2945 1.2950
p=500 1.2350 1.2753 1.2939 1.3033 1.3079 1.3088 1.3094
p=1000 1.2365 1.2767 1.2957 1.3051 1.3098 1.3107 1.3113
p=5000 1.2376 1.2778 1.2971 1.3066 1.3113 1.3122 1.3129
p=20000 1.2377 1.2780 1.2974 1.3069 1.3116 1.3125 1.3132
CPU time for p=20000 0.00071 0.0084 0.0644 0.6622 6.3560 12.5970 20.0062
Figure 1 represents one path of (yp,nt , ξ
n
t , ζ
n
t )t≥0. We notice that for all t, y
p,n
t stays between the two
obstacles.
Figure 1: Trajectories of the solution yp,n and the barriers ξn and ζn for λ = 5, N = 200, p = 20000.
Example 2 : predictable and totally inaccessible jumps
We consider now the simulation of the DBBSDE with obstacles having general jumps (totally inaccessible
and predictable). More precisely, we take the barriers and driver of the following form: ξt := (Wt)2 + N˜t +
(T − t)(1− 1Wt≥a), ζt := (Wt)2 + N˜t + (T − t)(2 + 1Wt≥a), g(t, ω, y, z, u) := −5|y + z|+ 6u− 1.
We first give the numerical results for two different values of a, in order to show the influence of the predictable
jumps given by 1Wt≥a on the solution Y and also the convergence in n and p of the numerical explicit scheme
(see Tables 2 and 3).
Then, Figures 2, 3 and 4 allow to distinguish the predictable jumps of totally inaccesible ones and their
influence on the barriers (for e.g. the first jump of the barriers is totally inaccessible, the second and third
ones are predictable). Moreover, we remark, as in the previous example, that the solution Y stays between
the two obstacles ξ and ζ.
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Table 2: The solution Y at time t = 0 for a=-1
Y p,n0 n=100 n=200 n=400 n=500 n=600
p=20 1.0745 1.0698 1.0782 1.0748 1.0759
p=50 1.1138 1.1103 1.1191 1.1159 1.1170
p=100 1.1266 1.1238 1.1328 1.1297 1.1308
p=500 1.1373 1.1353 1.1448 1.1419 1.1431
p=1000 1.1387 1.1369 1.1465 1.1437 1.1449
p=5000 1.1399 1.1382 1.1481 1.1453 1.1466
p=20000 1.1401 1.1385 1.1484 1.1456 1.1469
Table 3: The solution Y at time t = 0 for a=1
Y p,n0 n=100 n=200 n=400 n=500 n=600
p=20 1.2125 1.2177 1.2203 1.2208 1.2212
p=50 1.2582 1.2647 1.2680 1.2686 1.2690
p=100 1.2738 1.2808 1.2843 1.2850 1.2855
p=500 1.2866 1.2944 1.2982 1.2990 1.2995
p=1000 1.2884 1.2962 1.3001 1.3008 1.3013
p=5000 1.2898 1.2976 1.3016 1.3023 1.3029
p=20000 1.2900 1.2979 1.3018 1.3026 1.3032
Figure 2: Trajectories of the Brownian motion for a = −0.2, N = 200.
Figure 3: Trajectories of the Compensated Poisson process for λ = 5, N = 200.
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Figure 4: Trajectories of the solution Y and the barriers ξ and ζ for a=-0.2, λ = 5, N = 200.
A Generalized monotonic limit theorem
The following Theorem generalizes [20, Theorem 3.1] and Theorem D.3 to the case of doubly reflected BSDEs
with jumps.
Theorem A.1 (Monotonic limit theorem). Assume that g satisfies Assumption 2.2, and ξ belongs to L2(FT ).
We consider the following sequence (in n) of BSDEs :
Y nt = ξ +
∫ T
t
g(s, Y ns , Zns , Uns )ds+ (AnT −Ant )− (KnT −Knt )−
∫ T
t
Zns dWs −
∫ T
t
∫
R∗
Uns (e)N˜(ds, de)
such that Y n ∈ S2, An and Kn are in A2, and supn E(
∫ T
0 |Zns |2ds) + supn E(
∫ T
0
∫
R∗ |Uns (e)|2ν(de)ds) <∞.
We also assume that for each n ∈ N
1. (An)n is continuous and increasing and such that An0 = 0 and supn E((AnT )2) <∞
2. Kjt −Kjs ≥ Kit −Kis, for all 0 ≤ s ≤ t ≤ T and for all i ≤ j
3. for all t ∈ [0, T ], (Knt )n ↗ Kt and E(K2T ) <∞
4. (Y nt )n increasingly converges to Yt with E(sup0≤t≤T |Yt|2) <∞.
Then K ∈ A2 and there exist Z ∈ H2, A ∈ A2 and U ∈ H2ν such that
Yt = ξ +
∫ T
t
g(s, Ys, Zs, Us)ds+AT −At − (KT −Kt)−
∫ T
t
ZsdWs −
∫ T
t
∫
R∗
Us(e)N˜(ds, de).
Z is the weak limit of (Zn)n in H2, Kt is the strong limit of (Knt )n in L2(Ft), At is the weak limit of
(Ant )n in L2(Ft) and U is the weak limit of (Un)n in H2ν . Moreover, for all r ∈ [1, 2[, the following strong
convergence holds
lim
n→∞E
(∫ T
0
|Y ns − Ys|2ds+
∫ T
0
|Zns − Zs|rds+
∫ T
0
(∫
R∗
|Uns (e)− Us(e)|2ν(de)
) r
2
ds
)
= 0.
Proof of Theorem A.1. This proof follows the proofs of Theorem D.3 and [20, Theorem 3.1]. From the
hypotheses, the sequences (Zn)n, (Un)n and (g(·, Y n, Zn, Un))n are bounded in H2, H2ν and L2([0, T ]× Ω),
then we can extract subsequences which weakly converge in the related spaces. Let Z, U and g0 denote the
respective weak limits. Thus, for each stopping time τ ≤ T , the following weak convergence holds in L2(Fτ )∫ τ
0
g(s, Y ns , Zns , Uns )ds ⇀
n→∞
∫ τ
0
g0(s)ds,
∫ τ
0
Zns dWs ⇀
n→∞
∫ τ
0
ZsdWs
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and ∫ τ
0
∫
R∗
Uns (e)N˜(ds, de) ⇀
n→∞
∫ τ
0
∫
R∗
Us(e)N˜(ds, de), Knτ ⇀
n→∞ Kτ
since (Knt )n ↗ Kt in L2(Ft).
Anτ = Y n0 − Y nτ −
∫ τ
0
g(s, Y ns , Zns , Uns )ds+Knτ +
∫ τ
0
Zns dWs +
∫ τ
0
∫
R∗
Uns (e)N˜(ds, de)
we also have the following weak convergence in L2(Fτ )
Anτ ⇀ Aτ := Y0 − Yτ −
∫ τ
0
g0(s)ds+Kτ +
∫ τ
0
ZsdWs +
∫ τ
0
∫
R∗
Us(e)N˜(ds, de).
Then E(A2T ) <∞. Since the process (Ant )t is increasing, predictable and such that An0 = 0, the limit process
A remains an increasing predictable process with A0 = 0. We deduce from [20, Lemma 3.2] that K is a
RCLL process, and from [20, Lemma 3.1] that A and Y are RCLL processes. Then Y has the form
Yt = ξ +
∫ T
t
g0(s)ds+AT −At − (KT −Kt)−
∫ T
t
ZsdWs −
∫ T
t
∫
R∗
Us(e)N˜(ds, de).
It remains to prove that for all r ∈ [1, 2[
lim
n→∞E
(∫ T
0
|Zns − Zs|rds+
∫ T
0
(∫
R∗
|Uns (e)− Us(e)|2ν(de)
) r
2
ds
)
= 0
and for all t ∈ [0, T ] ∫ t
0
g0(s)ds =
∫ t
0
g(s, Ys, Zs, Us)ds.
Let Nt =
∫ t
0
∫
R∗ Us(e)N˜(ds, de) and N
n
t =
∫ t
0
∫
R∗ U
n
s (e)N˜(ds, de). We have ∆s(Y n − Y ) = ∆s(Nn − N +
Kn − K + A). We appply Itô’s formula to (Y nt − Yt)2 on each subinterval ]σ, τ ], where σ and τ are two
predictable stopping times such that 0 ≤ σ ≤ τ ≤ T . Let θns denotes (Y ns , Zns , Uns )
(Y nσ − Yσ)2 +
∫ τ
σ
|Zns − Zs|2ds+
∑
σ≤s≤τ
∆s(Y n − Y )2
= (Y nτ − Yτ )2 + 2
∫ τ
σ
(Y ns − Ys)(g(s, θns )− g0(s))ds+ 2
∫ τ
σ
(Y ns − Ys)dAns − 2
∫ τ
σ
(Y ns− − Ys−)dAs
− 2
∫ τ
σ
(Y ns− − Ys−)d(Kns −Ks)− 2
∫ τ
σ
(Y ns− − Ys−)(Zns − Zs)dWs − 2
∫ τ
σ
(Y ns− − Ys−)(Uns (e)− Us(e))N˜(ds, de).
Since
∫ τ
σ
(Y ns − Ys)dAns ≤ 0, −2
∫ τ
σ
(Y ns− − Ys−)d(Kns −Ks) ≤ 0 and∑
σ≤s≤τ
∆s(Y n − Y )2 =
∑
σ≤s≤τ
∆s(Nn −N)2 +
∑
σ≤s≤τ
∆s(Kn −K)2 +
∑
σ≤s≤τ
(∆sA)2 + 2
∑
σ≤s≤τ
∆sA∆s(Kn −K).
By taking expectation and using Y ns− − Ys− = (Y ns − Ys)−∆s(Y n − Y ), we get
E(Y nσ − Yσ)2 + E
∫ τ
σ
|Zns − Zs|2ds+ E
∫ τ
σ
∫
R∗
|Uns (e)− Us(e)|2ν(de)ds+ E
∑
σ≤s≤τ
∆s(Kn −K)2
≤ E(Y nτ − Yτ )2 + 2E
∫ τ
σ
(Y ns − Ys)(g(s, θns )− g0(s))ds− 2E
∫ τ
σ
(Y ns − Ys)dAs + E
∑
σ≤s≤τ
(∆sA)2.
It comes down to [8, Equation (10)], we refer to this paper for the end of the proof.
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B Snell envelope theory
Definition B.1. Any Ft-adapted RCLL process η = (ηt)0≤t≤T is of class D[0, T ] if the family {η(τ)}τ∈T0
is uniformly integrable.
Definition B.2. Let η = (ηt)t≤T be a Ft-adapted RCLL process of class D[0, T ]. Its Snell envelope Rt(η)
is defined as
Rt(η) = esssup
ν∈Tt
E(ην |Ft).
Proposition B.3. Rt(η) is the lowest RCLL Ft-supermartingale of class D[0, T ] which dominates η, i.e.
P-a.s., for all t ∈ [0, T ], R(η)t ≥ ηt.
Proposition B.4. (Doob-Meyer decomposition of Snell envelopes) Let η := (ηt)t≤T be of class D([0, T ]).
There exists a unique decomposition of the Snell envelope
Rt(η) = Mt −Kct −Kdt ,
where Mt is a RCLL Ft-martingale, Kc is a continuous integrable increasing process with Kc0 = 0, and Kd
is a pure jump integrable increasing predictable RCLL process with Kd0 = 0. Moreover, we have∫ T
0
(Rt−(η)− ηt−)dKt = 0,
where K := Kc +Kd.
Proof. The first part of the proposition corresponds to the Doob-Meyer decomposition of supermartingales
of class D[0, T ]. To prove the second part of the proof, we write∫ T
0
(Rt−(η)− ηt−)dKt =
∫ T
0
(Rt−(η)− ηt−)dKdt +
∫ T
0
(Rt−(η)− ηt−)dKct .
The first term of the right hand side is null, since {∆Kd > 0} ⊂ {R(η)− = η−} (see [12, Property A.2, (ii)]).
Let us prove that the second term of the r.h.s. is also null. We know that (Rt(η) + Kdt )t = (Mt −Kct )t is
a supermartingale satisfying Rt(η) + Kdt ≥ ηt + Kdt , then Rt(η) + Kdt ≥ R(ηt + Kdt ). On the other hand,
for every supermartingale Nt such that Nt ≥ ηt + Kdt , we have Nt −Kdt ≥ ηt, and then Nt −Kdt ≥ R(η)t
(since (Nt − Kdt )t is a supermartingale), then Nt ≥ R(η)t + Kdt . By choosing Nt := R(η + Kd)t, we
get Rt(η) + Kdt = R(ηt + Kdt ). Since Kc is continuous, (Rt(η) + Kdt )t is regular (see [22, Exercise 27]).
Then, from [12, Property A3], we get that τt := inf{s ≥ t : Kcs − Kct > 0} is optimal after t. This yields∫ τt
t
(R(η)s +Kds − (ηs +Kds ))dKcs = 0 for all t ≤ T . Then, we get
∫ T
0 (Rt−(η)− ηt−)dKct = 0.
C Technical result for standard BSDEs with jumps
Lemma C.1. We assume that δn is small enough such that (3 + 2p+ 2Cg + 2C2g (1 + 1λe2λT ))δn < 1. Then
we have:
sup
j≤n
E[|yp,nj |2] + δn
n−1∑
j=0
E[|zp,nj |2] + (1− κn)κn
n−1∑
j=0
E[|up,nj |2] ≤ KLem.C.1.
where KLem.C.1 = (‖g(·, 0, 0, 0)‖2∞+(p2+CgT )(supn maxj E[|ξnj |2]+supn maxj E[|ζnj |2]))e(3+2p+2Cg+2C
2
g(2+ 1λ e
2λT )).
Proof. From the explicit scheme, we derive that:
E[|yp,nj |2]− E[|yp,nj+1|2] =− δnE[|zp,nj |2]− (1− κn)κnE[|up,nj |2]− (1− κn)κnE[|vp,nj |2]
− δ2nE[g2p(tj ,E[yp,nj+1|Fnj ], zp,nj , up,nj )] + 2δnE[yp,nj gp(tj ,E[yp,nj+1|Fnj ], zp,nj , up,nj )].
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Taking the sum for j = i, ..., n− 1 yields
E[|yp,ni |2] ≤ E[|ξn|2]− δn
n−1∑
j=i
E[|zp,nj |2]− (1− κn)κn
n−1∑
j=i
E[|up,nj |2] + 2δn
n−1∑
j=i
E[yp,nj gp(tj ,E[y
p,n
j+1|Fnj ], zp,nj , up,nj )]
≤ E[|ξn|2]− δn
n−1∑
j=i
E[|zp,nj |2]− (1− κn)κn
n−1∑
j=i
E[|up,nj |2]
+ 2δn
n−1∑
j=i
E[|yp,nj |(|g(tj , 0, 0, 0)|+ Cg|E[yp,nj+1|Fnj ]|+ Cg|zp,nj |+ Cg|up,nj |+ p(|yp,nj |+ |ξnj |+ |ζnj |))]
Hence, we get that:
E[|yp,ni |2] +
δn
2
n−1∑
j=i
E[|zp,nj |2] +
(1− κn)κn
2
n−1∑
j=i
E[|up,nj |2] ≤ δn
n−1∑
j=i
E[|g(tj , 0, 0, 0)|2]
+ (p2 + Cgδn)(max
j
E[|ξnj |2] + max
j
E[|ζnj |2]) + δn
(
3 + 2p+ 2Cg + 2C2g +
2C2gδn
(1− κn)κn
)
n−1∑
j=i
E[|yp,nj |2].
Since δn
κn(1− κn) ≤
1
λ
e2λT , the assumption on δn enables to apply Gronwall’s Lemma, and the result follows.
D Some recent results on BSDEs and reflected BSDEs with jumps
For the self-containment of the paper, we recall in this Section some recent results used several times in the
paper.
D.1 Comparison Theorem for BSDEs and reflected BSDEs with jumps
Theorem D.1 (Comparison Theorem for BSDEs with jumps ([23], Theorem 4.2)). Let ξ1 and ξ2 be in
L2(FT ). Let f1 be a Lipschitz driver and f2 be a driver. For i = 1, 2 let (Xit , piit, lit) be a solution in
S2 ×H2 ×H2ν of the BSDE
−dXit = fi(t,Xit , piit, lit)dt− piitdWt −
∫
R∗
lit(u)N˜(dt, du); XiT = ξi. (D.1)
Assume that there exists a bounded predictable process (γt) such that dt⊗ dP ⊗ ν(du)-a.s.
γt(u) ≥ −1 and |γt(u)| ≤ ψ(u),
where ψ ∈ L2ν and such that
f1(t,X2t , pi2t , l1t )− f1(t,X2t , pi2t , l2t ) ≥ 〈γt, l1t − l2t 〉ν , t ∈ [0, T ], dt⊗ dP a.s. (D.2)
Assume that
ξ1 ≥ ξ2 a.s. and f1(t,X2t , pi2t , l2t ) ≥ f2(t,X2t , pi2t , l2t ) t ∈ [0, T ], dt⊗ dP a.s. (D.3)
Then we have
X1t ≥ X2t a.s. for all t ∈ [0, T ]. (D.4)
Moreover, if inequality (D.3) is satisfied for (X1t , pi1t , l1t ) instead of (X2t , pi2t , l2t ) and if f2 (instead of f1) is
Lipschitz and satisfies (D.2), then (D.4) still holds.
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Theorem D.2 (Comparison Theorem for reflected BSDEs with jumps ([24], Theorem 5.1)). Let ξ1, ξ2 be
two RCLL obstacle processes in S2. Let f1 and f2 be Lipschitz drivers satisfying Assumption 2.2. Suppose
that
ξ2t ≤ ξ1t , 0 ≤ t ≤ T a.s.
f2(t, y, z, k) ≤ f1(t, y, z, k), for all (y, z, k) ∈ R2 × L2ν , dP ⊗ dt a.s.
Let (Y i, Zi, ki, Ai) be a solution in S2 ×H2 ×H2ν × S2 of the reflected BSDE
− dY it = fi(t, Y it , Zit , kit(·))dt+ dAit − ZitdWt −
∫
R∗
kit(u)N˜(dt, du); Y iT = ξiT , (D.5)
Y it ≥ ξit, 0 ≤ t ≤ T a.s. (D.6)
(D.7)
and Ai is a non decreasing RCLL predictable process with Ai0 = 0 and such that∫ T
0
(Y it − ξit)dAi,ct = 0 a.s. and ∆Ai,dt = −∆Y it 1Y i
t−=ξ
i
t−
a.s.
Then Y 2t ≤ Y 1t for all t in [0, T ] a.s.
D.2 Convergence results on reflected BSDEs with jumps
Theorem D.3 (Monotonic limit theorem for reflected BSDEs with jumps ([8], Theorem 3.1)). Assume
that f satisfies [8, Assumption A.2], ξ ∈ L2 and Kn is a continuous and increasing process such that
supn∈N E(KnT )2 <∞ and Kn0 = 0 for any n ∈ N. Let (Y n, Zn, V n) be the solution of the following BSDE
Y nt = ξ +
∫ T
t
f(s, Y ns , Zns , V ns )ds+KnT −Knt −
∫ T
t
Zns dWs −
∫ T
t
∫
U
V ns (u)N˜(ds, du), t ≤ T,
where supn∈N E
∫ T
0 |Zns |2ds <∞ and supn∈N E
∫ T
0
∫
U
|V ns (u)|2ν(du)ds <∞. If Y n converges increasingly to
Y with E(sup0≤t≤T Y 2t ) < ∞, then there exists Z ∈ H2, K ∈ A2 and V ∈ H2ν such that the triple (Z,K, V )
satisfies the following equation
Yt = ξ +
∫ T
0
f(s, Ys, Zs, Vs)ds+KT −Kt −
∫ T
t
ZsdWs −
∫ T
t
∫
U
Vs(u)N˜(ds, du), t ≤ T.
Here Z is the weak limit of (Zn)n in H2, Kt is the weak limit of (Knt )n in L2(Ft) and V is the weak limit
of (V n)n in H2ν . Moreover, for every p ∈ [1, 2[, the following strong convergence holds
lim
n→∞E
[∫ T
0
|Y ns − Ys|2ds
]
+ E
[∫ T
0
|Zns − Zs|pds+
∫ T
0
(∫
U
|V ns (u)− Vs(u)|2ν(du)
) p
2
ds
]
= 0.
Now we introduce the following penalized equation
Y nt = ξ +
∫ T
t
f(s, Y ns , Zns , V ns )ds+KnT −Knt −
∫ T
t
Zns dWs −
∫ T
t
∫
U
V ns (u)N˜(ds, du), t ≤ T,
where Knt = n
∫ t
0 (Y
n
s − Ss)−ds. We have
Theorem D.4 ([8], Theorem 4.2). The sequence (Y n, Zn, V n)n has a limit (Y,Z, V ) such that Y n converges
to Y in S2 and Z is the weak limit in H2, Kt is the weak limit of (Knt )n in L2(Ft) and V is the weak limit
in H2ν .
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D.3 Dynkin games and DBBSDEs
In this section, we briefly recall the definition of a Dynkin game, as well as its connection with doubly reflected
BSDEs, established for the first time in [5] in the case of a Brownian filtration and regular obstacles. This
link has also been investigated in the case of jumps and irregular obstacles (see e.g. [17]).
The setting of a Dynkin game is very simple. Two players observe two processes ξ and ζ. Player 1 chooses
a stopping time σ ∈ T , and Player 2 chooses a stopping time τ ∈ T . Player 2 pays Player 1 the amount
I(τ, σ) := ξτ≤σ + ζσ<τ at the stopping time τ ∧ σ. Player 1 wishes to maximize E[I(τ, σ)] while Player 2
wishes to miminize it. It is then natural to define the lower and upper values of the game:
V := inf
σ∈T
sup
τ∈T
E[I(τ, σ)]; V := sup
τ∈T
inf
σ∈T
E[I(τ, σ)].
The game is said to admit a value if V = V .
Let us now give the characterization of the solution of the DBBSDE as the value function of a Dynkin
game.
Proposition D.5. Let (Y,Z, U, α) ∈ S2×H2×H2ν×A2 be a solution of the DBBSDE (2.1). For any S ∈ T0
and any stopping times τ, σ ∈ TS, consider the payoff:
IS(τ, σ) =
∫ τ∧σ
S
g(s, Ys, Zs, Us(·))ds+ ξτ≤σ + ζσ<τ . (D.8)
The upper and lower value functions at time S associated to the Dynkin game are defined respectively by
V (S) := essinf
σ∈TS
esssup
τ∈TS
E[IS(τ, σ)|FS ]. (D.9)
V (S) := esssup
τ∈TS
essinf
σ∈TS
E[IS(τ, σ)|FS ] (D.10)
This game has a value V , given by the state-process Y solution of DBBSDE, i.e.
YS = V (S) = V (S). (D.11)
Note that in the definition (D.8), (g(s, Ys, Zs, Us(·))s≤τ∧σ represents the instantaneous reward, while
ξτ≤σ + ζσ<τ the terminal one.
Proof. For each S ∈ T0 and for each ε > 0, let
τεS := inf{t ≥ S, Yt ≤ ξt + ε} σεS := inf{t ≥ S, Yt ≥ ζt − ε}. (D.12)
Remark that σεS and τεS ∈ TS . Fix ε > 0. We have that almost surely, if t ∈ [S, τεS [, then Yt > ξt + ε and
hence Yt > ξt. It follows that the function t 7→ Act is constant a.s. on [S, τεS ] and t 7→ Adt is constant a.s.
on [S, τεS [. Also, Y(τεS)− ≥ ξ(τεS)− + ε a.s. Since ε > 0, it follows that Y(τεS)− > ξ(τεS)− a.s. , which implies
that ∆Adτε
S
= 0 a.s. (see Remark 2.6). Hence, the process A is constant on [S, τεS ]. Furthermore, by the
right-continuity of (ξt) and (Yt), we clearly have Yτε
S
≤ ξτε
S
+ ε a.s. Similarly, one can show that the process
K is constant on [S, σεS ] and that YσεS ≥ ζσεS − ε a.s.
Let us now consider two cases. First, on the set {σεS < τ}, by using the definition of the stopping times and
the fact that K is constant on [S, σεS ], we have:
IS(τ, σεS) ≤
∫ σεS
S
g(s, Ys, Zs, Us(·))ds+ Yσε
S
+ ε− (Kσε
S
−KS) + (Aσε
S
−AS) (D.13)
≤ YS +
∫ σεS
S
ZsdWs +
∫ σεS
S
∫
R∗
Us(e)N˜(ds, de) + ε.
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On the set {τ ≤ σεS}, we obtain:
IS(τ, σεS) ≤
∫ τ
S
g(s, Ys, Zs, Us(·))ds+ Yτ − (Kτ −KS) + (Aτ −AS)
≤ YS +
∫ τ
S
ZsdWs +
∫ τ
S
∫
R∗
Us(e)N˜(ds, de).
The two above inequalities imply:
E[IS(τ, σεS)|FS ] ≤ YS + ε.
Similarly, one can show that:
E[IS(τεS , σ)|FS ] ≥ YS − ε.
Consequently, we get that for each ε > 0
esssup
τ∈Ts
E[IS(τ, σεS)|FS ]− ε ≤ YS ≤ essinf
σ∈TS
E[IS(τεS , σ)|FS ] + ε a.s.,
that is V (S)− ε ≤ YS ≤ V (S) + ε a.s. Since V (S) ≤ V (S) a.s., the result follows.
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